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'£HE SECRETARY OF THE ·NAVY, 
TRANSMITTING, 
J n response to Senate resolution of February 26, 1880, information in regard 
to the present condition of affairs in Alaska. 
MARCH 5, 1880.-Onlered to lie on the table and be printed. 
N .A. VY DEP AETMEN'l', 
Washington, March 3, 1880. 
Srn: I have the.honor to acknowledge the receipt of an attested copy 
of a resolution passed by the Senate on the 26th ultimo, directing the 
Secretary of the Navy to report to the Senate "any information in pos-
session of the Navy Department in relation to the present condition of 
affairs in Alaska," and, in compliance therewith, to transmit herewith 
copies of reports from Commander L.A. Beardslee, commanding the 
United States ship Jamestown, stationed in the waters of Alaska. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. WM. A. WHEELER, 
Vice-President of the United States 
R. W. THOMPSON, 
Secretary of the Jyavv. 
and President of the Senate. 
AFE,AIRS IN ALASKA. 
REPORTS OF COMMANDER L.A. BEARDSLEE, COMMANDING UNITED STATES 
SHIP JAMESTOWN, FROM JUNE 15, 1879, TO JANUARY 22, 18S0. 
l Communicated by the Secretary of the Navy, in compliance with resolution of the Senate of February 
26, 1880. . 
. UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN, 
Sitka, June 15, 1879. 
SIR: I have the honor to report the arrival of this vessel at this port at eight o'clock 
last evening; we having reached the entrance of the passage between the islands were 
taken in tow by the United States steamer Alaska and brought to the harbor. " * * 
. I have not, as y_et, b~d al! opportuni,ty to learn from my own observation anything 
1n regard to the s1tuat10n of affairs here, but shall as soon as possible, and shall com-
municate fully to the department. • 
2 CONDITION OF AFFAIRS IN ALASKA. 
'l'he mail which left San Francisco on the 22d instant is now several days overdo 
and we find no later dates than we have bruught. 
The Alaska will lP.ave to-morrow. 
'l'he officers and crew are in excellent health and spirits. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Coinrnancler, United States Xarg . 
Hon. R. W. THOMPSON, 
Secretary of the Nm;y, 
Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STAT~:s SHIP JAMESTowx, 
Sitkct, Alaska, June 23, biO. 
SIR: The mail steamer California arrived this a. m., fifteen days over time, she bar 
ing been detained by an attachment at Portland. She leaves this afternoon, and: 
take advantage of the opportunity to fulfill that part of my instructions wllich call• 
upon me to" communicate with the department from time to time as to affair i1 
Alaska," so far as eight days' experience and observation will enable me to do ~o. . 
I cannot ask that the department shall receive as perfectly sound the views wb11~ 
I shall express; they are bnt first impressions, and will probably be somewhat moOI· 
fled after a longer stay. 
I have, and so have the officers of the vessel, mingled freely with persons of ~i 
classes and ages, both whites and Indians, and we have obtained a great deal of IL· 
formation in regard to the status, and we find that although individual interests cau 
great differences of opinion amoog the whites about other matters, all agree, and I do 
with them, that the coudition of affairs here is such that the department ha done 
wisely in sending a vessel to protect the settlement. . . 
I am satisfied that both the local Indians aud the Tchilcats have friendly teelto ·· 
toward the whites, aud that there is no danger of any premeditated attack upon tb, 
settlement. 
The whites furnish the Io di ans a market for their furs, fish, &.c., and supply tbem 
with many needed articles. Mauy of the Indians, both men and women, "dres up 
on Sunday, and cheap dry goods are in demand. 
The two settlements have existed in juxtaposition for many years, and it is exceed· 
ingly creditable to both th~t, with no law to govern, they ~ave both S'l goverµ~d them· 
selves that outrages aud disorder are uncommon. There 1s, however, a terrnble d~n-
ger to which the whites are exposed, and it is far from an imaginary one. \Yhen Ill· 
toxicated with the vile hoo-tche-noo, like all drunken men, the Indians are liable t 
commit outrages, which the whites are powerless to prevent, and to resent which woul1 
draw upon them the vengeance of the entire family to which the culprit belonged. 
It is my belief that in February last this settlement narrowly escaped a ma ac~e. 
That it did escape is due greatly to the influence of certain friendly Indians of superior 
intelligence. 
I do not think thas there i any danger while a vessel of war is here, and I hope t 
be able to so influence the Indians that after we shall have left they will pr6 ~r,e 
peace. I have instructed them at a "po\v-wow" that they too belonged to the Umt~ 
tates, and tbat should strange Indians attack them, we and the whites would a 1, 
them, and that another outurea.k would probably occasion the g,,vernment to en 
gun boat steamer ( of which they are in great fear) to exterminate them. One re ult 
this cour ·e bas been that a leader, one of Catalan's tribe, has, before taking a journey. 
applied to the collector for a certificate that he is a Sitka American Indian. 
I have had occasion three times to exercise the di cretionary power given me by th 
department: 
The :fir t wa upon a reque t of tho collector to furnish assistance to pre,en 
smu rgling of liquor, w hicb letter, together with my answers and report of proceed in 
will form a iwparate document. 
• ~ondly, I have enli ted a fir t-cla boy , to perform duty a policemen, the thr 
Iochan , wb_o did o much to save th whites in February last. Thesfl a_re ".Am · 
lJOot , ' ' ick, 1 and" hukhotf;" the two former are connected with Tch1lcat an 
Kol?, h tri~c , aucl " 'hukhoff'' i a good interpreter, and all are very influenti 
Their duty_1. to pr erve order ancl impres upon the Indians the advantan-e 
go 1 l> bav1or, aud to make uch arrP t and citation as I may deem neces ary. 
I clo not wi h to bring any of our m n into unfriendly contact, unle an emerO'enc 
an . A malJ guard mi(llit 1 e ov rcom , and the effect would be deruorali zin _ 
Tb polic m n havo already b ea called upon and have done good service. A 
man n~m d "Kongu' died on the night of the 20th. On the 21st, a woman nam 
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~'Gutz1o," one of the Church Indians, fled to the white settlement, and I was applied to 
1:o protect her, the friends of the deceaserl accnsing ber (hy the instigatinn of the 
-:medical men) of having bewitched her, and had sentenced her to death. My police-
men brought all of the parties to the collector's office, and all necessary steps were 
ta ken to prevent harm to the woman, "Amaboots," to whose trilie the deceased be-
longed, becoming responsible for her safety. I could not catch the doctor, the prime 
mover, he had fled; but shall if he return. The result of the ''po\V-wow" was satisfac-
tory, and I have the names of all who would be at all liable to injure the woman, and 
tbey are promised a full pnuishment if they break their promises to me. • 
On the 18tll instant I resolved to send a, relief party in search of the mail steamer 
California, then nine -days overdue, and in regard to whose safety there were reasons 
for grave anxiety. 
Our steam-launches bad just been placed in the water, and not having, as yet, any 
reason to feel very confident as to tb~ condition of the engines, one of which bad al-
ready been founrl defective in two points, I decided to charter the tug Rose, owned 
uy a resident, which was in suitahle condition for the work, and in he1·, Ensigns N. R. 
u~ber and .J.C. Gillmore (who volunteered), in charge, started on that day for , Fort 
Wrangel, fully equipped, provisioned, and armed with howitzer and Gatling, rifles, 
&c., with orders to search thoroughly the coasts, and to rescue the passengers if they 
fonn_sl the steamer wrecked. 
TEe California lef,t Wrangel yesterday morning and reports the tug Rose just near-
ing that harbor; they will replenish fuel and provisions at vVrangel, and probably be 
back here to-morrow night, as the weather is favorable. The distance is 160 miles, 
and about half the passage through inland waters. 
We found great difficulties in entering the harbor, on account of incorrect sailing 
directions and charts. I propose to build beacons, anchor-'buoys, locate shoals, and 
prepare such sailing directions as will enable any vessel to get safel,y in without a pi-
lot. It will be uecessary, for our work, that other bureauA should follow the example 
of the Bureau of Navigation and outfit us thoroughly. We ne6cl building tools and 
stores, in construction and equipment departments, very much; but shall proceed to 
do the best we can with what we have. 
The weather is good; the ship's company healthy and contented. 
The medical officer needs a larger stock of medicine; there is considerable sickness 
among the Russians and Indians, and no practitioner here; hence be has either to ex-
pend from the ship's outfit or refuse to attend to the sick. 
We have moored the ship head and stern in the inner harbor, where our battery 
bears upon the Indian village. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. R. w. THOMPSON, ' 
Secretary of the Navy. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commander, Commanding. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT, 
Washington July 26, 1879. 
Sm: Your communication of the 23d ultimo, reporting state of affairs in Sitka, has 
been received. The department entirely approves of what you have done, and sub-
mits the future of your action to your discretion, until something shall occur to render 
specific instruction necessary. 
It is believed that at the nex t session of Congress such an organization of Alaska 
will be authorized as shall designate the necessary civil officers to protect the persons 
and property of citizens; in other words, the government will not neglect to extend 
its authority over Alaska in snch manner as shall secure to the people there all the 
rights it nssumed to protect when the country was acquired. In the mean time the 
department has full confidence in your wisdom, capacity, and discretion to dispoRe of 
such matters as may require your intervention during your stay in Sitka. 
If anything should occur rendering more specific instructiuns necessary, they will 
be forwarded either by mail or by telegraph to Victoria. 
The department is gratified at being informed of the good health of yourself and the 
other officers and men of the Jamestown, and bas given the necessary instructions to 
the proper bureaux to furnish the articles needed by you. 
Very rPspectfully, 
Commander L. A. BEARDSLEE, U. S. N., 
Commanding U.S. ship Jamestown, Sitka, Alaska. 
R. W. THOMPSON, 
Secretary of the Navy. 
4 OONIJITION 01!' AFI<'AlRS IN ALASKA. 
SITKA, ALASKA, July 11, 1:~i9. 
Srn: Iu compliance with your request that I should furnish you with all the fact, 
(of my own knowledge) connected with the alarm at this place in February, I would 
state as follows: 
In November last I left Cutting & Co.'s cannery, where I bad been emdoyed, a11d 
OJJeued business in Sitka with one George Kostrometinoff. About the 15th of tht 
month Mr. Kostrometiuoff's brother bad charge of the store during t,he absence of m1 
partner and myself.- A short time after we bad left the store a drunken Indian caw~ 
in with an axe in bis band, and demanded bis" jetas," (meaning goods). He replic,l 
that" we bad nothing that belonged to bim,'I at which the Indian became enraged, 
and jumped over the counter, at which young Kostrometinoff mn from behind th~ 
couuter out the door and down the street, the Indian running after biw; he took ref• 
uge in Mr. Whitfor<.l's st.ore. On our return to the store Mr. KoHtrorn P- tinoff, who 
speaks the In<lian tongue fluently, learned the cause of the intended assault. It seem 
tllat. the said Iudian was in the habit of selling ·everything be had when on a drunk 
for ''hoo tcbe noo," and his ''kloochman" (woman) had taken them to Mr. Goldsteioe' 
store for safe-keeping, and he bad gone to the first store to find them. Them is no 
doubt in my mind but that be wonlrt have committed an assault, if not murder, but 
for the agility of the boy. Sundry other acts of violence were committee! by the In· 
dians durir g the succeeoing month, of which I have no immediate knowledge. 
About the 13th of November, Mr. Brown, then living at the Hot Springs, di taot 
about 12 miles from Sitka, visited here for the purpose of purchasing supplies, called 
at my store, and I bad quite a long conversation with him. I think he left for home on 
the 15th, taking with him quite a bill of goods, and saying that be would come io again 
in time 10 meet the steamer. On the ~dtb of December (as near as I can remember 
the date), Mr. J. Williams, a miner wintering in this place, concluded to take a trip to 
the Hot Springs. On the 3d of January he returned, and st.artled the town witll the 
news of Brown's absence, and supposed murder, rela1 iug the circumstances. On hill 
arrival at the springs late in the evening, be proceeded direct to the house wllcre 
Brown lived, and, not finding him at home, supposed him fo be either hnntiug or ti h· 
ing; he spread bis blankets and retired. On arising in t,be morning, and finding Brown 
bad not returned, he commenced to look around and discovered traces of blood, and 
great confusion, as if there bad been a struggle; continuing bis searches, be discovered 
the absence of bis gun, provisions, and canoe, and tracks of feet, as be supposed, anu 
reported of a buck and a squaw, dragging a body down to the water, and sucll w_a• 
proved to have beeu the case by the evidence ou the trial of the Indians. Mr. Whit· 
ford, having an interest in the property at the springs, Brown being indebted to him: 
sent two Indians down to bring up all the movable property they could find. On 
their return they brought a few books and a box covered with blood. 'rhe Iudiau-
from the ranch bad no hesitancy in telling who ba<.l doue the deed, and offered to ' 
for them for a reward. 
The citizens of the town being much alarmed, and fearing, if we did not take sorue 
steps to apprehend the murderers, others of us would fall victims to Indian hate, of-
fered a reward and selected a chief, named Amahoots, to send for them; he did so, Ii 
some of bis clan, and brought them in. We lodged them in the old guard-hou e aDl 
kept a. guard over them. 
The following day a young chief narned Katlan called, wit,h a delegation, on Colonel 
Ball, th collector, and he having sent to the store for Mr. Kostrometinoff, wbo acted 
as interpreter for him on such occasions, I accompanied him. I should, perbap , t~ 
here that two months before there bad called on Colonel BaJl, a delegation to inqu1r 
after five Iudian , lost on a schooner named an Diego, that called here on her way t 
the northern bunting-grounds, and shipped the aid Indiaus. Colonel Ball, in an w 
to their inquirie and request , aid be would write to the owner of the schooner, a 
al o to the collector of an Francisco and try and recover the wages due the men, au 
th pr p rty that belonged to them. 
To continue, Katlan said that h had call d to inquire about bis friends that~ 
been drowned, and that he wanted pay for them. Colonel Ball tried to rea on w1' 
th m, and told th m that it wa not the cu tom in our country to pay for any o 
that wa lo t while in th di barge of th ir duty, and that we should not do 
her . But that he would do all h could to recover the amounts <.lue them and th · 
good . After ·ome farther conver ation, the Indian left. The ame day Katlan c 
to nr ~or and t?ld :Ir. Ko trom tinoff that if be wa not paid for the fiv Ill n 
would kill five whit m n, and honld elec th m from tbA torekeepers, of which ( 
w imm diat I inform d 'olon l Ball. 
I · rar<ling th d •mon tra i n of the Indiau and the language used by th m ( 
r ·port <l to Y. by n_ chookoff, ~n Indian, ~ho wa ducated by tbe Greek hnr . 
anrl "ho a th hat ,, Ith b th 11 1an and Indian, an<l also Arna.ho t the Indian ch 
for: m ntion d, whom w h, cl v rr r a on t tru,f) a alarming' and threat•ni -
th It-.·' aud prop rty of u all, the governm n rille which bad been tor 
bnher Mctropo lky , the rre •k pri t, and . T. \ hitford' , merchant, we diBtribo 
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9,s far. as they would reach, to all responsible citizens capable of bearing arms, and 
some rnstructfons issued as to the steps to be taken iu case of an attack. . . 
Ou the night of the 6th of February there was a perfect pandem~nmm, rn . the 
ranch ; howling and firing of guns; a party of us had g_athered 3:t Whitford s st~re , 
.A.bout 11 p. m. a resident of the town, Harry "Wild, came m, and with some confusion 
~sked, 'i What is the matter f" We inquired where, and he replied 3:s follows: "I 
Just mP_t a Russian rnnning up town with his rifle, and he said _an In~ian had k1llect 
a Russian over in t,he Bee Hive (a house in the town). I immechately left the 
st,ore to go up to my partner's house to see if he knew anything about it, as Schookorf 
al ways reported to him. I found the house in complete darkness, but, after repeated 
knockings, gained admittance and found them (himself, mother, sister, and brother) in 
great alarm. After some little time, gained from him the information that Schooko:ff 
had just been there and reported Katlan and his party, of 15 or 20 Indians, were drunk, 
and were trying to come into the town, and that Amaboots was trying to prevent 
them, and Katlan's party bad stabbed one of Amahoot's men." I asked him if he had 
sent word to Colonel Ball. He said he bad, and also to Father Metropolsk_y's. . 
I started immediately for Colonel Ball's, having stopped at our st?re for my s_1x-
shooter. · On my arrival at the custom-house, where Colonel Ball resided, o_ccupymg 
the upper story, I found the house in complete darkness, and .the door barricaded on 
the irn,ide. \ . After freqnent knockings and failures of response, I started for the priest's, 
knowing that a number of families bad taken rnfuge there. On my way up I ·met H. 
Wild, in front of Mr. Whitford's store (which was in complete darkness), and asked 
him 10 accompany me up to the priest,'s. He acquiesced; as we walk~d up the st~eet, 
we met Mr. Caplan, wercbaut, Mr. McGuire, barber, and Mr. McClrnchy, a mmer, 
standiug with him iu front of his store, all with rifles in their hands. I stopped ~nd 
asked the cause of their l>eing out with their rifles, as they bad orders not to brmg 
them ont, unless they saw imminent danger. I asked them if they wanted to make 
themselves targets for the Indians and ordered them. to take their rifles borne, as I was 
af, aid that, should the Indians come to the town and see tbem out with rifles, it might 
precipitate the troul>le. 
We proceecied to the priest's and I found a ~·ouug man named Sokoloff, running out 
wit!J bis rifle; stopped him and asked him where be was going; .found that.he had 
been sent out by Father Metropolsky, and that all were arming. I spoke to him and 
told him to wait until I , aw the fatber. Found his door barred, and after some trouble 
succeeded in getting admittance; found him in great agitation and bis family in great 
alarm, as he hacl received the message from Mr. Kostrometino:ff. I told him of the state 
of affairs, and that, if there was any trouble down town, wonld inform him of the 
facts, and requested him to go down stairs and inform the families and quiet the agita-
tion, a8 the women were crying and the children screaming, expecting instant anni-
. hilation. There were, to the l>est of my knowledge, twenty-five families quartered 
, there at the t1me1 in space hardly large enough to .accommodate three. Before I left, 
' · I had him tell the men not to take out their rifles, unless they receiYed notice of 
• danger. 
Leaving there, we came down to Colonel Ball's; found the house still in darkness. 
But after calling and giving my name, succeeded in getting in ; found at the head of 
the stairs, a clothes-pre8s, so arranged that, in an instant, it could be thrown so as to 
blockade the stairs, and prevent ingress. Found Colonel Ball, and with him Dr. Du-
laney, in considerable alarm, and with their rifles and revolvers, together with am-
mun-ition laid out on the table. Had some conversation with Colonel Ball; told him 
all I had done, and he requested me to call a meeting in the morning of all citizens. 
Ou the morning of the 7th a mt'eting was held at the cnstom-bousR, a commander 
chosen, adjutant appointed, officers elected, and it ,vas resolved that we shonld have 
a guard of eight men every night until further orders, one post to be at the custom-
house and the other in the small house back of the saw-mill, the beat of the first 
~uard to be from custom-bou8e to saw-mill, aud that of second to Healy's. It was 
further resolved that in case of an attack the people above the saw-mill shoulcl gather 
at the priest's and those below at the cast,le, which we bad dt>cided to l>e the places we 
could hold the longest in case of a 8iege. We were formed, as far as al>le, iuto a regular 
°:1i)itary organization, and it was decided among the merchants tllat only small quan-
tities of powder, shot, and sugar 8hould be sold, and only on a permit from the com-
mander, and this organization and resolntions were strictly adhered to until the arrival 
of tbe Osprey. At the request of Colonel Ball, I made my quarters at his house. On 
the morning of the 9th the mail steamer California arrived. 
As th~re has been so much said about the peti1ion sent from here to the English _ 
commauder, and as Mr. Stenhouse has deliberately and with malice prepense made 
cha~ges ~gaiu~t parties who bad no interest save that of humanity, I take this oppor-
tunity of statrng the truth. On the arrival of the steamer, F~ther Metropolsky and 
other s _of the residents came to our st.ore and discussed the situation and propriety of 
appealing ~or protection to the English governllient. It was discussed pro and con and 
at la t dec1<led in the affirmative, and to me was deputed the duty of getting it up. 
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Mr. Hughes, of the California, happened in and I told him what we were going to do, 
aud asked him (knowing him to be a man of superior education) if he would furni h 
me,,, ith the lauguage for the petition. He said "Yes"; took a piece of paper and 
wrote it, from which Mr. Milletich copied it. This is all he had to do with it, excep 
delivery at the request of the citizens, Mr. Stenhouse or any one else to the contran· 
notwithstauding. Mr. Kostrometinoff and myself were the only ones that sought or 
procured signatures. I called on Colonel Ball and asked him to sign it. He answered 
me as foLows: '' I think the danger is imwinent, but I cannot conscientiously sign it, 
as I am a government officer, holding an official position, and if I made an appeal it 
would be my duty to do so to my own country." 
A meeting was held at the custom-house, and it was decided to send the Indian 
prisoners to Portland, and they were rnnt on board the steamer. The petition was sent 
by steamer sailing on the 10th. A number of miners left here for Wrangel, and more 
~ould have gone had they not been requested to remain by the collector. Mr. Caplan 
sent bis family as far as Wrangel; Mr. Goldsteine, his to Portland; other citizen 
also left here who had no intention of so doing. 
After the depariure of the steamer there were many alarming reports current in the 
town. Mr. Corcoran, a merchant, stated, on the departure of tho steamer, 1 hat he 
should not take the shutters down on his store until the arrival of some protection, 
and he did not do so. We bad a guard every night; all in the town, including the 
collector, taking their regular turn on duty. ' , 
The arrival of the Osprey was hailed with enthusiasm, and all were loud in their 
praise of the kind and heroic conduct ot the English officers. Immediately after h~r 
arrival, and as soon as it was learned by the citizens that Captain A'Court bad said 
he would remain until relieved by an American vessel, they commenced returning to 
their homes, and, l>y night, Sit.ka bad regained it.s former tranquillity. The guard wa~ 
kept up for two·nigbts after the arrival of the Osprey and was then deemed unnece · 
sary. l was at the wharf on the arrival of the cutter Wolcott. There were a number 
of India.as present; one of them spoke to Mr. Kostrometinoff, and, noti0ing his ges• 
tores, I inquired the cause. Mr. K. replied, he says, "We are not afraid of that steamer, 
she is cultis [worthless], and we could take her whenever we want to do so, but that 
one [pointing to tbe Osprey], is schookum [meaning powerful], and we do not want 
to have anything to do with her." 
I remained in Sitka until the arrival of the March steamer, and having disposed of 
my interest here, sailed for Portland; retmmed here on June steamer. 
Respectfully yours, 
W. J. BURWELL. 
Capt. L.A. BEARDSLEE, 
Vnitea States Ship Jamestown. 
The foregoing document, viz, the statement of Mr. W. J. Burwell, in regard to the 
troubles with the Indians, &c., suffered by the citizens of Sitka, was, this day, sworn 
to and subscribed before me. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commander, Commanding Jamestown, 
Senior Officer present. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Navy Department with indorsernent, that, from 
my per ·onal intercourse with and general repute of Mr. W. J. Burwell, I have full 
confideaco in bis &tatementi:;. 
Carcfnl in<1uiry of the various persons named iu his statement bas furnished m,• 
with abundant corroborative proof, and nothing which in any way contradict bi. 
tattments. 
ery re, pcctfully, 
L.A. BgARDSLEE, 
Cornmancler, United Stcites Nary. 
UNITED STATES SrrrP JAMKST0WN, 3d rate, 
Sitka, Alaska, July 15. 
~ m: Tho nwuthly 1;1:dl tea11HH' California, du e here on tlw 9th instant, ha arri,e 
tbi. a. m., :.1.11~1 I_ca,·1: at noon to-mo1-row. l avail m.vself of the opportnnity to mak 
to yon a lmcf n•port a. to tLe condition of affairs here; I not as yet J1aving ecurt: 
tho <lata n ic · ary to pr ·par a more xhau tive paper, which I shall in due time. 
The condition of th1 Iuclian affair , a b •aring upon those of the white·, i · thi : 
ihr. n t_ nr ~1ip, f.00 yard cli tan.t: tber i a. d erted villa_ge of perhap 50 or 6U 1 
cabin , 1nhah1t ·d a pr · nt hy ahont 100 C)naws ancl cbildr n and aboot 50 olde 
malt "ho, through a•r • or infirmity or lack of ner..,y, have not gone with the grea r 
nuwl, 1 of tb ·ir folio" iu pur uit of food ancl fur. 
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Abou t 100 Indians are employed at the cannery, about 6 miles from here, and I have 
.a. gang of about 20 employed in erecting beacons, &c.; it being necessary to.employ 
-t, b em, as the service requires campino- out on the rocky islands for days at a time, and 
.e,ould not be performed by our own ~en without grea t detriment to their health. 
The Indians work well anu cheaply. We have built one stooe beacon at a cost of 
i ess than $100 which in the Eastern States would have cost five times the amount. 
There is ab;olntely no danger to the settlement at the present time. In fall, when 
tll~ hunters and fishermen return, there will be; their return w!ll be celebrated by a 
s~ries of '' pot-a-latches" (tremendous drunks) , which will culmrnate, unless precau-
t1ons are taken to keep them under control, in a very probable assault upon the settle-
~ent, as the grudge excited by the events of last winter is as yet a cause for anticipa-
t1on of trouble. 
I do not believe that, uninflaIDed by drink, the Indians would assault the whites, but 
they will be crazy with rum (and that they will so be is almost entirely due to the 
-:rault of our government). . . . . 
Left, as t,his community is, without a vestige of civil law or authority, its pos1t10n so 
-undetermined, that to consider it either as or as not Indian territory, will involve the 
risk of serious error, it is deprived of the moral force that it would have, did not the 
.:Indians consider that it has been abandoned by its natural protectors. A great evil 
.arising from this state of affa,irs is, that while the introduction of even a gallon of · 
-~ood or ordinary liquor is seduously prevented, material from whic~ the most poisonous 
J.1quor can be aud is made in great quantities is permitted to be imported bl the ton. 
r::I'he first and only step by which Alaska can ever be saved or developed, will be the 
~naction by Congress of a law •which shall place the importation of molasses and-
-eoarse sngar under such restrictions that the manufacture from it of "Noo-tche-noo" 
-can l:..e stopped. 
By the request of the collector, and in pursuance of an arrangement of his with my 
predecessor, Captain Browne, I last month detailed an officer and men to assist the 
-collector in the preve,1tion of smuggling of liquor from the mail steamer. I have 
since had time to weigh the subject and this time decline to so act. Aside from my 
appre hension that in so doino- . I was not acting lawfully, I feel that it is simply 
ridiculous to take strong meas~res to stop a little whisky and protect at the same time 
tons of molasses, a gallon of which will do as much harm as a barrel of the former. 
The whites of Sitka mny be divided into three classes, viz, a very few respectable 
people, worth saving; a larger number of Russians and half breeds, poor, miserable, 
lazy, poverty-stricken creatures, whom it woul<l not be worth while to take much 
trouble about were it not for our pledge to Russia; and a few unprincipled white men, 
mostly discharged so!diers ( or deserters), who make what little money they can by any 
schem e , howen'lr nefarioue. Belonging to all three of the classes are certain "natural-
ized American" merchants, mostly Jews, who sell liquor to Indians and our sailors, 
and at the same time that they thus in<.ite danger and incapacitate their protectors 
·-call loudest for" protection." Of those who signed the" petition to the President," 
two, at least, are of this class, and others I suspect. 
This is a grand field .£or missionary labor; hundreds of bright little half-breed chil-
dren and Indians, and quite a number of Americans, are growing up without any edu-
-cation or chance of obtaining one. With the assistance of Mr. John Brady, a Pres-
byteria n clergyman, now here as a mining engineer, and of the officers who have 
formed a choir, I have orga,nized a Sunday school a::id church service and have service 
every S un<lay. 
I would respectfully suggest to the department that a conversation with Prof. Wm. 
H. Dall, of the Coast Snrvey, would fnrni sh it with the most reliable and intelligent 
statements in regard to Alaska affairs. Knowing him as I do, I would unhesitatingly 
indorse everything that he would state. 
I am gathering <lata as to the mineralogical and botanical resources, and am making 
c?llec t ions of fislies, animals, plants, birds, &c., and when fully prepared w-ill commu-
nICa t e r esults to the department. 
I w ill now report as to the connection of the Jamestown with affairs . 
. Our most important work is t lie survey of this harbor and its approaches, the erec-
t~on of beacons to mark cha,nn .,,, an<l dangers, and the preparation of sailing direc-
t10ns, all of which is being r1~• iPcl on. W e c:muot do work in the straits which sur-
ro~nd t hi s !slancl _and lie lwt,ween here and Wrangel. Even if my orders did not de-
tam t h ~ ·b1p at Sitka, I should not attempt to ta,ke her into any of the inland waters, 
excep t ~n cases of emergency, when tl.Je enJ. would justify the risk. The channels are 
deep w1_th danger~)US rapids and many bidden and uncharted rocks; bordered bv high 
mountams,_ there 1s seldom a breeze tLat coulu be relied npon1 and the formation of 
tbe_sbores 1 _imch that anchorages could not be obtained; generally a long, flat reef 
pro.1 ects, which suddenly terminates in a precipice. 
Our team launches are good Loats, uut with both of them we have bad more or less 
~roolil e \\ it!J the engines and boilers, aod whP.n we get them both, as I hope to do, 
mto trn ·t worthy C'1 ndition, they wonlcl still be unequal to the work of making sur-
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veys far from the ship. They cannot carry coal, water, provisions, instruments arllll 
&c., sufficient to do the work. Steam launches of the class of the Nellie andLi~eh-a• 
Mare Island yard would here be invaluable. I report to the Bureau of Steam En . 
neering in regard to the launches. 
For winter work here a small steamer such as those known as "90-day gun-boat., 
is required. She could run with ease to any pornt when American interests wer 
threatened; while, should I hear of troubles at Wrangel, or up the Stickiern River, th 
most probable places, I should be helpless, and, although I should wish it, could not" 
to the rescue. Such a position would be a most painful one, and I would earnest!; 
request either that in the fall this ship may be relieved by a steam'3r, or, if it be con-
sidered necessary that she should stay here, a suitable steamer may be sent to co-
operate. I cannot again send the Rose; she is hopelessly used up. 
On the 7th instant I organized a raid upon the illicit distillera; I had but await1_-,I 
sufficient provocation. A murder in the white settlement and a continued drunktu 
row, ending in a big fight, which I had to send an armed party to suppress, in the fo. 
dian village, furnished me with cause. 
The result of our raid was the destruction or capture of three stills, and a lar~ij 
quantity of material and liquor in houses of "discharged soldiers," Thompson, Allard 
and a Russian, and of 38 t1tills, 150 gallons of liquor, and as much "mash" among the 
Indians. 
On the 9th I called a meeting of the citizens, and, ably assisted by the deputy col• 
lector, Dr. Dulaney, and by John Brady, have, I hope, startfld a public opinion which 
will result in the formation of a local government, with police regulations sufficient 
to restrain disorder, and regulate, if not check, the traffic in liquor. 
The health of the ship's company is good; there are but two on the sick list, botr. 
of whom will be transferred to hospital at Mare Island. The climate is not damp; !e 
have had more pleasant than unpleasant weather, and tt1ere is never a fog ,;rb1cl 
penetrates apartments. Our books, -clothes, boots, guns, &c., are easily kept perfect!: 
free from mold or mildew or rust, and those of us subject to neuralgia, sciatica, rheu-
matism, &c., have no symptoms here. While it is raining, wet clothes hung under 
the awning will dry. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. R. w. THOMPSON, 
Secretary of the Navy. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commcinder, Commanding. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, .Augu.~t 9, 1 79, 
Sm: Your letters of the 9th and 15th of July last, inclosing report of Eosig_n X.R 
Usher, on trip to Wrangel and return, in search for the Pacific Mail steamer C_allforo, 
supposed, at the date of starting, to have met with an accident, and forwardrng ta 
ment of W. J. Burwell in regard to the causes which induced the citize?s of Ala ka t 
telegraph to the President for relief and protection, have been received. In reply 
thereto, yon are informed that the department is gratified at your success, and ho 
yon will be able to carry out your purposes. Your course is approved, and yon an 
your officers an<l men are entitled to the thanks of the department. 
Very respectfully, 
R. W. TROMP OX 
Secretary of the Sar• 
Commander L.A. BEARD LEE, U.S. N., 
Commanding U.S. Ship Jamestown, Sitka, .dlaska. 
UNITED ;:,TATES SHIP JAMESTow:-;-, 
Sitka, .J la : 
, 'm: Tbe mail t a.mer California ails to-morrow, and I ret1pectfu1Jy report a 
low iu r gard to th tat of affair at thi station. 
I:NDI • . 
Mo ·t of tb Inclian. are till away, and th village is occupied mo tly by 'J.U 
·hildr n, and v ry old or ick people. About 100 oftbe male are workioa at th 
n ry ahont Oat the min in ilv r Bay, and about 20 are working for a . TL 
th cann ry and tho rnpl yed b • rn work well and rive good ati faction; th . 
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.. b e ~ines are reported by the superintendent, Mr. George E. Piltz, to be unreliable, 
i sorderly, H,nd worthless. 
A-,s Mr. Piltz has the same material to work upon as Mr. Hunter and myself, I cou-
i =i.er that his failure and our success must be uue to diffc1rences in urnthod. .Mr. 
II o T3. -f:,e~ is respected by them; keeps all of his promises; has, and u!')es, tact; and the 
res-c11t 1s that the canner.vis exerting a most beneficial influence. A larre nnmbe~ of 
b is :.:nen c_ome every Sunday to our church, dressed and behaving well. rhese Indians. 
re in telhgent and appreciate the advantages of remunerative employment. One of 
tbe x::rt, a leader, has, with his canoe-crew of eight, earned over $500 this season catch-
inp!: sal~on; and all who behave earn a dollar each per day. 
I believe that the desire to renew their work next season will actuate so many of 
th~I31 ~hat they will prove a strong home guard to the whites this winter in case any 
....- 11-d 1sposecl ones should be inclined to make trouble. 
'"I' he influence of the mines is detrimental. The Indians neither respect nor fear the 
u.. permtendent. 
"£he labor which I have found it necessary to impose upon the officers and crew_of 
t he>_ Jamestown is so great that I have thought it advisable to fill up all vacanmes 
~b. 1ch have occurred through desertion, transfers to hospital. &0., by enlisting as :first 
c l.a.ss \>0ys a number of good working natives. I have t->~listed twelve; three (ch1~fs) 
a s -policemen, and nine as laborers. 'rhe work upon which we are engaged requires 
th ~t every one of us shall be kept busy. 
::I:-....,irst, the 
HYDROGRAPHIC. 
J!...,inding that all chairts and sailing directions were very incomplete and full of errorsr 
~ e have undertaken the construction of substitutes, which shall be complete and cor-
rect. Beginning with our own base line, a chart is now well under way which will be 
as correct and perfect as catn be made. 
Among our results, up to the present, there are a number of discoveries of uncharted 
dangers, of a new and better channel into the harbor than any hitherto known, and 
tbe erection of greatly needed beacons to mark fairways, three of which have been 
built for less than $300. I was compelled to hire Indians for this work, as it was neces-
sary t.hat the working parties should remain at their posts throughout bad weather 
and nights. This work employs daily 5 officers, 4 boats, and 40 men. 
THE WHARF, 
The government wharf .is rapidly crumbling into ruins. In its construction the 
SPriom1 error was committed of using wooden cribs and a hulk as foundations; these 
-::filled with immense stones, supported by means of large piles, from 15 to 40 feet in 
1ength, a heavy deck, the beams and stringers of which are huge logs, some 3 feet in 
diameter and 70 feet long. It was a 1:Jtructure which would have endured forever, bat 
f,H the blunder which overlooked the ravages of marine borers upon the foundation; 
these have been so great that the underlying timber is honey-cornb@d; the cribs burst 
asunder, and the stones settling down the grade (which, in 50 feet, deepens from 10 to 
40 feet), have left the ends of the piles, which now hang to the front edge, touching 
bottom only at low tide. The first gale of autumn will undoubtedly sweep the struc-
ture away. This being the case, I feel that it would be serious neglect of duty on my 
part not to take steps for its preservation. I have, therefore, torn down an old dilapi-
dated government building; Hs timbers furnish me with rafts upon which my Indians 
tr~nsport stone, and its heavily barred windows furnish goorl bolt iron, and I hope, 
Wlt,hout expense to the government, further than the time and labor of three officers, 
fi fty men, and two boats, to be able to put it into comparative good order. 
_ I h~ve made a bargain with the steamship company by which they are to pay all 
~n1ls rncurred, and to furnish also a gang of Indian laborers; they, in turn, reirnburs-
rng themselves by collecting from the merchants wharfage on freight. 
The old foundation embarrasses us very much; we have blown out a portion, but 
fear to attack it further on account of danger to the remains of the wharf. 
STEAM LAUNCHES. 
Our launches are now in good running condition. We have been compelled to make 
~eat rel?airs and alterations to the ma~hinery and to build the first launch up 14 
inches lngber. Previous to our doing so sbA was not safe in a tide-rip or sea-way. 
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CLIMATE. 
We have experienced most delig~tful weather since the first of July. Darin~ 
7 44 hours, there were but 137 of ram; . the themometer has ranged from 58° to u 
the shade, and as high as 95° in the sun. ' 
We have not a case of sickness on board originating in climatic influences. 
-have had no fogs, such as are so considered on the New England coast, and ther 
ino such thing as damp weather. 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 
After a number of apparent failures, during which, however, public opinion 
being aroused, I have at last succeeded in getting the people of Sitka to form a comp 
which will insure sorue order and law. · 
An election was held on Saturday, the 1st August, and the following officer w 
~lected, viz : 
Chief rnagistrate.-M. D. Ball, collector. , 
Councilrnen.-Rev. N. Metropolsky, priest; Patrick Corcoran, merchant; F. Hallie 
merchant; Thomas M. McCauley, salmon canner. 
The miners at Silver Bay, distant some 12 miles, refused, in an offensive letter (aco 
inclosed, marked A), to co-operate. 
I am imforrned by the priest that the Russians whose names are signed were led· 
sign by representations on the part of Mr. Piltz, the superintendent, that the whole th1. 
was a trick upon my part; that should such a government be formed, the Ja~e to 
would at one~ leave. It is my conviction that Mr. Piltz did not himselfbeheveth• 
but that he was actuated by other motives. 
I inclose a copy of the preamble which was drawn up by ihe collector. 
'l'he code of laws which are to be adopted are as simple as will effect the purp< 
of enabling these people to preserve order among themselves until such time a I 
government will help them. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. R. W. THOMPSON, 
&cl'etary of the Navy, Washington, D. C. 
Preamble. 
L. A. BEA,RDSL EE, 
Commancler, United States Xarg. 
Provisional government of the town 0f Sitka, Alaska. 
Wher( •as the Territory of Alaska, purchased from Russia by the United. S.tate 
1 67, bas not hitherto been provided by the latter government with any clVll law 
with the authorities necessary for the administration of the same; 
And wherea8, by reason of such failure of the United States to provide som~ · · .. 
law, t he settlements of said Territory are entirely without the means and authority 
protect life and property, to admiu1sLer the effects of deceased persons, to pre ,·r 
the public peace and to punish crimo; 
And whereas, in the town of Sitka, in said 'l'erritory, with a popul~tion of ~yer · 
thPrc have be n since the withdrawal of the military forces from said town Ill Ju 
1 i7, sundry im,tance iu which danger to the persons and detriment to the l)rop 
of resident have resulted from such la.ck of law; 
And whereas, by rea on of the want of intimation by the United States Governm 
of an intention to provide at said town the armed protection necessary to the _mo 
trength a.nd nforcement of any authority the citizens might assume to estab)r ·b 
al o from tbe ingularity and perplexity of their situation, they have been hitb 
det rr 1 from attempting any such organization; 
Aud wh reas they have now area onable confidence that they will enjoy, pe 
n ntly, n h countenance and support of their government a will euable them 
_n. t!liu 1~ccP fnl_ly in pra~tic_, ti!~ supplanted by regularly enacted law, snch o -
1zat1on of authority as th 1r 1tuat10n r equires; 
And whcr a it ha becom p rfectly apparent that not only individual rigb" . 
th w lfarC! and xi nc of th ommunity it elf now ab olutely require the erec 
o_f . 0_111 • form of civil authority o,· r the aid town ~nd vicinity, o that a upreme n 
1t:,· 1 npon u . • nd uucl r nature' fir t aud hlalienable law, and in duty to ou~ 
and po t •rity: 
• .,.ow tl tnfor ·, b it ,. ·sofrul and ordainecl by the 1'esidents of the saicl tou n of ilk• 
th · It/ 11111te co11ti9110111, th r ·lo, ill the Terrilo1'y of Alaska, That from the can ' 
for tl.J pnrp . · h r inb for r cit 1 a provi ional gov mm ut for the aid t wu 
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adjacent country be, and the r-ame is hereby, organized, adop~edi and e~talJlished, t?, 
he known as" The Provisional Governn:ent of the Town and D1_srrict of &1tka, Al~ska, 
which said o-overnment we Jo declare to be of absoln,e necesR1ty for the protection of 
lives, persmfs, and property, the prevention of lawless~ess, and the moral and_ mate-
rial advancement of said town and district, and to which, and to the her~after-to-b~-
constituted authorities and officials of which, we pledge our firm and coidial recog01-
tion1 obedience, and support in all their authorized acts, and such personal e1!'or~s and 
duty as may be required to snstain and uphold the same over all persons w1thm the 
jurisdict.ion thereof, as now to be set forth. 
A. 
Copy of letter addl'essed by George E. Piltz and others to the " Chairmctn ancl members of 
the so-called provisional government of Sitka." 
We, the unrlersicrned citizens ot Silver Bay district, propose and intend to bold our-
selves aloof from ~ll intercourse with the so-called provisional government of Sitka. 
We deem it an unwise move, and we are all of the unanimous opinion that tlle men 
of the Jamestown should preserve the peace. Should this goverument be established, 
we look to the early departure of the Jamestown, anJ then we will be in a far worse 
condition than ever before. 
GEO. E. PILTZ. E. H. MURPHY. 
FRANK L. BURTON, JAMES HOLLYWOOD. 
;,.JOHN PRIOR. F. ALISKEY. 
*WM. STEWART. PETER 8TARTZOFF. 
*WALTER DARLY. PH. KASHAVAROFF. 
* A . KASHAVAROFF'. JOHN GORMAN. 
N. HALEY. WM. DONNELLY. 
T. S. SMITII. JOHN LEMAN, 
And 13 unreadable Russian signatures, in the same hand writing. 
(Names marked * in Burton's writing.) 
UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN, 
Sitka, Alaska, September 6, le79. 
Sm: I would respectfully report in regard to the present condition of affairs at this 
station, as follows : 
INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
The Indians are beginning to return to the ranches, the salmon-canning season hav-
ing ended and the hunting seat1on being nearly over. The return of each canoe-load 
of from to 12 men is geuerally celehrated the same night by a carouse, during- which 
fights occur and great uproar prevails. 
As this ranch is in close contact to the best portion of the wh:te settlement and 
within 200 yards of this ship, these rows become a source of great annoyance and of 
pos iLle danger. I have, therefore, made it my business to suppress tliern. Io so do-
ing I have e:s:perienceJ no difficulty. Generally the three Indian policemen are equal 
to the occasion; they are always prnmpt and zealous; when they are resisted a hail 
to the shi p is answered by sending in a boat, and the Indians without any show of a 
fight yield a~ once, the sober ones assisting our men in arrestiug tbe drunken ones, 
w~o ar~ carried to the government guard-house, locked up, in irons, for the night, dis-
missed m the morning with an adm,,niti r n, which, up to this date, bas been sufficient 
punis_bment to iusure again:it a second offense. As far as I can judge, on all of these 
occa&10ns the greater proportion of the Indians are pleased and grateful for an inter-
ference. · 
. :SY the middle of October there will be about six or eight hundred Indians here, and 
1t 1 r_iece ~ry for us to get them uuder control as they arrive. 
It 11-, my mtention, should this ship be left here this winter, to increase tbe force of 
Indian policemen, to make Aonabootz and Sitka Jack, both of whom control large 
nnruber .' re. p~nsible for the preservation of order au<l peace, and to leave, to a great 
extent, 111 tb~1r hands the management of the Indians. I cau easily wanage them. 
The task of preserving order here would be but a slight one, were it not that at, the 
Yer tact an obstacle is encountered which is placed in our way by our own govern-
tnent. 
\Yhen ober the Indians are tractable, exceedingly anxious for employment, and good 
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workers; any, or all will readily obey any order I may give, and seem pleased at ree. 
nition. But when drunk they are very dangerous and pugnacious and care for no 
ing. They could not get drunk if it were not for the help of the whites, and th 
whites could not help them but for the failure of our government to heed the repea 
warnings and put an end to the traffic in molasses in Alaska. The monthly stea:n 
brings tons of it to a lot of so-called "American merchants," nearly all of whom a: 
German and Jews. These" merchants" retail the stuff to a gang of discharged 'C'ni 
States soldiers, all but two of whom are of the same class, only poorer, and to 
lower order of Hussian creoles and to the Indians. These men, by the aid of an a. 
paratus that is so cheap, simple, compact, and portable that any one can buy, ma 
bide, or t.ransport it, turn this molasses into hoo-tche-noo, for which ready sale is fon 
among themselves and to our sailors. The result from each gallon of molasse: 
about 50 drinks of a liquor, of which two or three will transfer a sober man into am • 
derer. 
Until the government shall stop the traffic, it will be neces3ary for a tn!tn-of-w~r · 
remain here to protect the few who are not guilty from the dangers caused by 1t. 
to leave these few people, among w·bom there are a fair proportion of worthy onesi · 
almoi:;t a certainty of eventual massacre. 
Now, a large proportion of the Indians themselves are opposed to hoo-tclle-noo, ar:. 
I have been three t,imes urged by respectable deputations of them to stop the ale 
molasses; but the number who are addictAd to its use constantly increases .. 
Sporadic raids upon the distilleries lJave but a temporary effect, and in mak~ng _th 
a risk is incurred that serious trouble may be inaugurated throngh possible melt c 
tions of marines or sailors. A figlJt in which bloodslied shonld occnr would start 
trouble that would soon assume great magnitude. . 
It is my judgment that we will best serve American interests by so teachmg a 
cultivating this race as to win their confidence and get them to recognizti us a thr 
friends whom it is to their interest to serve. 
An experiment, which I have lately tried, strengthens me in this belief. . . 
Hunter's Bay, where the cannery is situated, iH six mil s from here, and not vn 
from the town or hal'bor. In the neighborhood of the cannery ther..i are 1hree racch 
occupied by about 80 Indian employes, with their families. Mr. Huoter wrote to 
colltctor req ucsti ng him, as chief magistrate, to call upon me to send a force to de 
the distilleries whicb surrounded him, an<l which gave him great annoyance! a 
through the <lnmkenness produced, interfered seriously with his business. I did 
consider it to be wise or " y duty to comply with his request. A raid upon th 
villages would, probably, ue resented by the fodiaus, who would undoubtedly_ ha 
dooe injury to his property after we shonld have finished aod re,turned. Be 1d 
consider that in thus surrounding himself with the::ie Indians, Mr. Hunter take 
businePs risk. His increased profits, through employing cheap labor, should re 
pense him for some annoyances and drawuacks. No out,rage was charged,_ and th 
fore I could not interfere and place myself in the position of keeping h1 ern 
orderlv. 
But'it suggested itself to me that this wou-ld furnish me with a valuable test of 
correctness of my views as to the best method of managing the Indians; al o of 
el'!timation in which this ship was held by the Indians, and how strong our inf:lne 
wa. 
Accompanied by Colonel Ball, wboru I invited, the three Indian policemen, an 
interpreter, I went in one of the steam launches to tho cannery. On our approach 
was great excitement in the rancb,-s, and we could plainly see many st1lL and · 
being trnnsported to the wood1:1 in the rear. I assembled the Indians and achlr · 
them, xplaining my views on rbe snuject of hoo-tcbe-noo and warning them of 
probable tronblt's which wonlcl ~pring from its uso. I tol<l them that I bad come 
out - oldi~r ~ccau e I Li lieved I could get them to do right wheu they un<l r 
so. all1ug ~or _volunt er1:1 tu sma~b up all the distillerie , over twenty_step1?ed fo~ 
~nd as th y _m I t~cl upon Ill) iromg to see for myself, I did so, and m a_ few· m_1 
fonncl my lt tb chr tor of a,n excited crowd, who, with axe club , "bahlrnt kill 
~nd tone) ma b d np auont forty tills and destroyed gredt qnantit)e o_f ma 
liqu r. \\ w nt to all thr of tbe ranches, our party rapidly increa 10g m uum 
Every Indiau who. Lill wa cli:covcr cl and destroyed became at once active iu 
ing np tho. e f bi neighuor . 
1 nring tlw wh 1 affair I wa. treat cl with great r . poet and apparently ran n 
":ha \' r, xc pt, perhaps, from ·ome nragecl (]Uaws from who o impemlinrr cl 
, 1tka ,Jack re u cl rn . 
Aft r b ' raitl, numb rof India.11.· of the better ort thanked me for not brin,,' -
ailor. : n<l b gg<' 1 m t ·top tho al of uwla.- e . I found it very difficult t 
th m nncl r ta1111 ba whil h gov rnm nt ondemn d hoo-tchc-noo it ap1 
mola 
inc thi r . till. ba\' 1, n broken np by the Indian polic me 
tlll(l r" n ral 
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HYDROGRAPRY, 
The surveys of the approaches have been carried on during all suitab~e weather, of 
which, however, Augnst has not furnished as much as July. One very 1mporta1:1-t re-
sult has been obtained. We have discovered (for none here had any knowledge m re-
gard to it) that the small bay on the northern face of the island_ of Beork_a is a_n excel-
lent harbor of refuge, and it has been surveyed, the chart, &c. gorng by this mail to the 
Burean of Navigat.ion. The island is 12 miles south of Sitka. · . 
We shall keep this survey going as long as there seems to be a chance of addrng to 
the value of it. We have already located a number of new dangers. 
GUARD AND STORE-HOUSE, 
I have found it necessary to utilize the army prisou, guard and btore-bonse, which is 
6ituated uear the wharf an<l to the Indian raucb. Peculiariy•situated, as we are, I 
have, at times, a dozen men whom it is advisable to subject to short and severt3 pun-
ishment. These are furnbhed by drunken Indians, creoles , and sailors, the latter hav-
ing many opportunities while on shore as working parties or on liberty. It is impo::,sible 
to vrevent them from obtaining hoo-tche-noo, which, unfortunately, is a rat,her pleas-
ant drink. For this reason I requested ofthe departmeut, in July, authority to build 
new cells, &c. The worthless element took advantage of our limited resources in this 
respect. 
The Army guard-house supplies the needed prisons, and I trust that the department 
will approve of my thus making thbm useful. The cells are equal to the dimensions 
required, and are better ventilated than any we could build on board. Above the 
guard-room are large dry apartments, in which we have stowed large quautities of 
provisions received by la'lt steamer, there not being room for them in the ship. The 
se~trie~ who guaro. the prison, guard, thus, also the stores, and their presence in the 
location adds to the security of the town. 
In this connection, I would state that we are now supplied with over eight months' 
provisions of all kinds except bread, of which we have oveL· a year's supply. Si11ce 
the r equisition for proYisions was st,nt in, arrano-ements have been made by which the 
,crew receive good fresh bread three times a wee°k, and we now obtain excellent veni-
son and vegetables. 
There is a great deal, and will be more, suffering for food among the Indiaus and 
~reoles this winter. I would respectfully request authority to serve out such quanti-
ties as I judge proper to those in need. 
WHARVES. 
The government wharf is now in condition to be serviceable for many years, and we 
are engaged building a coal wharf on Japonski Island, in obedience to the order of the 
Chief of the Bureau of Equipment. 
SALMON CANNERY, 
The season has closed. Since it opened, in June, 6,000 cans, 40 pounds each, have 
been can ned and exported; also a large quantity of corned salmon in barrels. 
CLIMATE, 
The first h~;r of August, temperature 54° to 70° , with a large proportion of plea·sant 
weather; durrng latter part, temperature 47° to 69° , with considerable rain. During 
the.month 16 days were rain, 15 not so . Several strong southeast gales have occurred, 
~h1cb, however, are but slightly felt in the harbor. The dampness is beginning to 
g1ye us some troubl~, things sto~ed in the hold becoming moldy, and diseases due to 
climate are developrng. The wrnter's snow still covers many of the peaks, and on 
August 15 a new fall of snow occurred on the mountains. 
DEFICIENCY IN CREW. 
Owing to desertion, transfer to hospital, &c., and to our having hurried away from 
'an Francisco while we lacked five of our complement, we are in need of a draft of 
m~n, viz, eight sailors and eight marines. These men are not absolutely necessary, but, 
with the amount of work we are doing, we need a full crew. We have to maintain a 
guard on shore, and should have, at least, six more marines than our complement. Of 
our crew fifteen are Chinese servants, who would be of little account if we had any 
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:fighting to do, and our sick-list now averages about ten. Requisitions for them 110 
this mail to the commandant of Mare Island yard, also explanatory letters to ch~ef 
Bureau of Equipment and Commandant of Marines. Should the department app 
of these requisitioni'I, I would respectfully suggeAt that the men be sent up in a nav 
steamer, a short visit of one of which would have a most beneficial effect. * * 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT, 
The government established by vote of tlrn people is in successful operation. ► 
existence relieves me of one source of embarrassment. B3fore its formation each 
every citizen applied to me for any action he might think desirable. Now, all app 
cations are made through the chief magistrate, and we are thus enabled to, as much 
possilJle, assist the ciYil authorities, instead of exercising arhitrary power. 
All offenses committed by Indians outside of the white settlemeat I take charge o 
I thus apply military government to the Indians alone. 
The miners will probably join in soon; already a hetter feeling prevails, and 
superint endents have written to their respective cornp:1nies for authority to join i 
The true reason for their objection in the first place has developed; they were afra' 
of being overtaxed. 
HOMESTEADS, 
I would request iustructions in regard to the method by which homes can be p, 
cured here. There are a number of miners, mining engineers, and others, &c., w~ 
are desirous of settling in Sitka and hringing their families. If they could pre-em 
land here or purchase land :md houses from the government, the place would take 
step forward; this they cannot do. _ 
By the decision of 0. H. Browning, Secretary of the Interior, dated October 26, 1::: 
directed to Hon. William H. Seward, Secretary of State, " such claims and settle':°~r:-
are not only vdthout the sanction of law, hut are in direct violation of the prov• 1 
of the laws of Congress applicable to pnhlic domain secured to the United State~ . 
any treaty made with a foreign nation,'' &c. . 
The government owns, within the precincts of the town, 3,000 ac1·es of land wh1 
could be made valuable; and the island of Beorka would furnish grazing grnund 
500 cattle. A sbort distance to the north are the Kataliansky Plains, where are a 
250 a0res of good grazing ground. Turnips, potatoes, radishes, carrots, beets, pe· 
lettuce, cabbages, and cauliflowers are plentiful and good. Clover and grass and be 
ries of many varieties are abundant. 
MINES, 
The gold mines on 13aranoff Island are assuming an importance. They are all qo 
~~~- . 
Dnring the last month parties arriving by last steamer, representing San Franc 
companies, have purchased one-sixth interest in one sl ightly-developed mine from 
original locator for ·7,500, and an offer of $20,000 has been made and refu sed for an 
developed ledge. Every steamer adds to the number of miners, who will form a , al 
ble element in the community. 
There is, I believe, ore which will pay, if judiciously worked, iu every one of a d 
ledges in this vicinity. 
Lumber, water-power, fuel, labor, and food are plentifol and cheap. Every one 
who bas any money is inve ting in them. I shall by next steamer send a report m 
in detail in regard to them. 
Tb tflamer California arrived this morning, ancl, leaving to-morrow, I am 
pelled to close up tbi report. 
V ry re p ctfnlly, 
L. A. BEARD LEE. 
Hoo. R. W. Tno,m ON, 
·cretary of tlte a1•y, Waslti11gto11, D. C . 
Commander, r:. . -
• "ITED TATE 
·rn: In forward in~ with m approval the inclo ec1 
• on T •• J. FP.r h , l ~·oolcl r p ctfully tat that if th 
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the authority ·to take the necessary steps, much suffering will be avoi~ed this wint_er. 
I would also urgent ly request that an assistant surgeon may be_detatle~ to th~ ship. 
In case of the death of Doctor Ferebee or of illness which would mca,pac1tate him, our 
force would be in a sad condition. D'octor Dulaney is an invalid, and would not be-
able to take charge of all cases of sicknes,. 
Very r~spectfully, 
Hon. R. W. THOMPSON, 
Secretary of the Navy. 
L. A. · BEARDSLEE, 
Comrnan der, Conimandin g. 
UNITED SrATES SHIP JAMESTOWN C:M rate), 
Off Sitka, Alaska, September 6, 1879. 
SIR: I would respectfully call your attention to the follow.iu~ statements: 
There is in Sitka and in the Indian village a great deal of swkness, due m a gre.at-
measure to bad hygienic surroundings, little or 110 attention being paid to ventilation. 
or change of diet. The rate of mortality among the sick is excessive. . 
There is no medical man in Sitka except Doctor Dulaney, deputy· U01ted States. 
rnvenue collector, who charitably attends the sick, and from bis private purse furnishes. 
medicines. There is in Sitka a building belonging to the government formerly used-
as a hospital, wbiab, by work done by this ship and an expense of $C)O, could be re-
paired sufficiently well to receive patients. To accommodate 15 patients there would 
be needed as many beds, mattresses, and bed linen. To furnish diet for 15 patients-
wou·ld require only a very small outlay of money. 
Medical stores might be supplied by allowing to this ship an extra supply of medi-
cirn s from the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. . 
Medical attendance could be supplied by the medical officer of this ship and by 
Doctor Dulaney, deputy collector, who bas kindly signified bis willingness to assist in, 
every way in bis power. 
Respectfull)', 
N. M. FEREBEE, 
Passed .Assistant Surgeon, U. S. N. 
Commander L. A. BEARDSLEE, U.S. N., 
Com·mandi11g United States Ship Jamestown, Sitka, Alaska. 
Approved and respectfully referred to the honorable Secretary of the Navy. 
· L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commander, Commanding, Senior Officer Present. 
UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN, 
Sitka, September 7, 1879. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the two letters from the de- -
partm~nt, dated July 26 and August 9, 1879, in both of which the department so kindly 
recogrnzes the efforts of all on board of this vessel to carry out its views. I have to 
say that sech l~tters will strengthen me in my somewhat difficult task. I shall en-
dea_vor t? contmue to II).erit the approval of _the department, but, as in many cases 
which ~rise, I am compelled to either act promptly on my own judgment or not to act, , 
I must rn advance state that between tbe possibility of being considered neglectful of, 
or over zealous in, the performance of duty, I shall always select the latter alternative, . 
and shall act 1;1pon my best judgment as to what is right. If I fail, I trust that the 
deI_>artment will look with leniency upon any error of judgment which does not involve 
serious consequences. 
I have communicated to the officers and crew the flattering expressions of tbe de--
partment and they are much gratified. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. R. w. THOMPSON' 
Sec1'etary of the Navy. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commander U. S. N. 
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UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN, 
Sitka, Alaska, October 5, l'i9 
Sm: I resr,ectfully submit herewith a report as to condition of affairs in Sitka an 
vicinity. 
INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
The month has been marked by perfect freedom from drunkenness, fighting, or dk-
-0rder of any kind in the Indian ranch. A great number of Indians have returned fro 
hunting, &c., and the ranch is no longer deserted, but the returns have ceased to be 
celebrated by potalatcbes; the Indians throng the white settlement, but there are n 
dist,urbances. The residents state that there bas never been so quiet a month. 
When we first arrived, every night was made hideous by drunkeu orgies, and many b:-
£gbts. I have not had cause to even censure an Indian since the raid upon the can-
nery ranches by themselves. I attri hn te the changes first of all to the influence of thi: 
Indians in our employ. There are twelve of them; three as steady policemen; nint 
as laborers and boatmen, by day, and to preserve order nights; they furnish a Jar~ 
canoe capable of carrying twenty men, and are very useful in helping the surveyin 
party, landing them in places where our boats would• be stove. 
These men have undertaken to suppress the distillation of hoo-tche-noo, and of theu 
own accord have made several descents upon distilleries established in the vicini_ty. 
and brought on board in triumph the smashed apparatus and captured maten 
Their taBk bas been rendered somewhat easier than it will be next mouth by tht 
comparatively small stock of molasses in Sitka, the cause of which I will give in writ-
fog of the civil government. 
On the other band, there has been an unusuall.v exciting cause for sprees. Aboa 
the 25th of :::,eptem ber, news was brought by Indian canoe-men that there ha~ bee 
a big fight up in the Tchilcat conn.try between two families of the Tchilcats, vi z, th 
Klockwatons and the Onochtadaes, and that the chief of the Klockwatons, Klockk~tc-
(head chief of the Tchilcats), was seriously wounded, and that a number on ?oth 1~ 
had been killed; the inciting cause having been a barrel of molasses, with wb1c 
Klockkutch bad given a potalatch. , . . 
There are quite a number of Tchilcats living in Sitka, having intermarried w1 
the Si tka families. Among them are Dick, one of my policemen, who is a nephe"'. 
J{lockkutch and a very intelligent Indian, speaking considerable English and rea~1 ... 
and wri t ing a little; also Saska, our head boatman, a very good and leading Ind1ar 
They, assisted by'' Sitka Jack," restrained the usnal drunk which takes place on nt-
excitements, and, except that for a couple of days the miners could obtain no pac 
ers, they all having come in town to a caucus, no untoward event occurred. Tht-
however, organized an expedition to visit the scene of contemplated trouble, an~, u;. 
t he 3d of October, three canoe loads, about 30 Indians in all, started for the Tchilca 
<:o un t ry (up Chatham Straits). 
If this vessel was a steamer, I should have gone too, for these Inilian war !1re 
most ioterminaule and will do much to hazard American interests here. I did 
next best thing in my power, and judging that the iufluence of such men as Di . 
itka Jack, Stickcesh, and others who knew us and coulu explain to those who d; 
not the value C'f white friendship and danger of the opposite would be very powerf 
I resol ved to Recure it for our side, so helped to fit out the expedition, furnishing th 
w ith flag , provisions, &c., and receiving from them the promise that they would 
t heir best to prevent trouble. 
The Ro e is in running condition again, and some of the Tchilcats aw, and 
remember, her howitzer and Gatlin<Y gun at Wra.ngel, and will hesitate in takin 
teps which might bring her, so armed, up the straits. 
THE CIVIL GOVERNMENT. 
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The attempt to form a local government was wise, ~ut the method of its formation 
was not so. The idea was good, but it was badly put mto shape; t~ere was not su_ffi-
cient consultation and exchange of views, nor a thorough understand mg of the relati ye 
value of the interests involved. The miners, who now form a strong, and soon will 
form the strongest, part of the commumty, refused to ent,~rinto the ar~a_ngement; they 
had reasons, which I then doubted but now believe, to tl11nk that their rnterests would 
not be fairly represented. . . . 
The refusal was couched in offensive words, and a quarrel sprung: up, m which, ~s 1s 
usual, there was wrong .and right upon b.oth sides. Under_ ~uch mrcn!11stances little 
could be expected of even a capable organization of the citizens of Sit~~- Such an 
o~ganization w~s not made; some of the men who we~e ele~ted to the po~iti?~ of coun-
cilmen carried into office an utter io-norance as to their duties, an utter mdifierence to 
the welfare of the community aid reputations which did not command respect. 
Colonel Ball who was elected t~ be chief mao-istrate, has done his utmost to effect some 
good, but, with the slight assistance given him by his" councilmen," and _ham pered. by 
the requirements of his position as collecto:t, l:ias been unable to accomplish anythmg 
of value. For example, the merchants entered into a compact not to order molasses by 
the September steamer. One of them, named Sam Goldstein, a Jew, receive~ a large 
stock by this steamer. The others, who had kept their compact, were naturally mcens_ed 
at this breach of faith and consequent" corner" in m~lasses, and called upon the chief 
magistrate to seize Goltlstein's molasses. He detained it a day in the government 
warehouse and called a meeting of the council; they failed to meet, and he! as was his 
duty as collector, delivered the lawfully ;imported stuff. The consequence is a general 
back down from the compact, and the October steamer will bring large quantities, 
and drunkenness and riot will re-begin. 
A heavy blow was dealt to tlie ,1tte.npt at reform by the p111Jlic itinn, i11 the Ala3ka, 
Appeal, a little sheet widely taken here, ofa portion of m.vreport of July 15, w hicb, with-
out its context, places me in the position of singling out certain people here alone to 
censure for the chaotic condition of affairs, whereas, in my repert, the action of the 
government itself is criticised with equal freedom. The parageaphs reproJ.uced were 
those in which, iu general terms, I classify and describe the whites in Sitka. This has 
greatly enraged the Jewish portion of the community, who feel themselves hit. I am 
still convinced. that my remarks were perfectly just as regards them and the dis-
charged soldiers, and that no person inuocent has been in any way reflected upon; 
but I fin d upon becoming better acquainted with the Rnssian creole element of the 
populat ion that I have committed a mistake when I pronounced so sweeping a con-
demning judgment upon tberu. I find that although a large portion of them are, as 
represen ted, lazy and troublesome characters, yet there is among them a fair pro-
portion of well-behaved and fairly . industrious persons, who, now that the mines 
open up a res.ource, are willing to labor. My adverse impressions were caused by 
the facts that, during the earlier portion of our sojourn, there was hardly a day passed 
without its case of drnnkenness, riot, attempts (and in one case successfnl) at mur-
der, hoo-tche-noo selling, &c., and upon investigation the culprits were always the 
creoles. 
In the mean time I, in coming in contact with the better portion of them, under-
stood that they were Russians and not creoles. I now desire to correct my error 
and to_ do justice. There are Russian creoles, dwellers in Sitka, who are people of 
edacat10n aud refinement, and remarkable for their kind and thoughtful care of the 
poor. _We, who are thrown into contact with them, value highly their friendship and 
appreciate their characters. We have learned, in fact, that, except the priest, there is 
no other Russian here; all whom we so considered are of mingled Russian and 
Alaskan parent::ige. 
The character of the community is also changing for the better, through the monthly 
arrival of miners, who, up to this date, have proved to be men who came to work, and 
not of the desperado class, which eventually follows them up. Some of them have 
brought families. They experience great inconvenience upon arrival, from the fact that 
they cannot. procure homes. The government owns land and buildings which could 
be let or sold to good advantage, if any one here were empowered to act. 
CLIMATE A....~D STATE OF HEALTH OF SHIP'S COMPANY. 
September has been a very rainy and unhealthy month. It rained, more or less, on 
2ti days, and the total rainfall was not less than a foot. We are not provided with a 
suitable rain-gauge, and our attempt to manufacture one has not resulted in the pro-
duction of a very accurate instrument. We are able, however, to approximate. One 
shower lasted 17 days, with but slight intermission. Our spar-deck has become thor-
oughly water-soaked, and the holds and lower decks are gettiug damp, although we 
have taken every precaution to keep them dry as possible. To-day, October 6tb, 
hich is bright and warm, has been devoted to breaking out holds, drying gear, &c. 
S. Ex. 105--2 
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The effect of the dampness is very bad upon the health of the ship's company, and 
we have many sick. We have sent three to the hospital at Mare Island, and this 
steamer will carry four more, one of whom, Colin Douglas, coxswain, an excellent 
man, is breaking down with rheumatism, but is still able to perform the duty of taking 
care of an insane and a completely bed-ridden rheumatic patient, whom I sen_d at the 
same time. · 
The medical officer experiences great difficulties. When once a man begins to run 
down it seems to be impossible to build him up again. One man, a landsman, named 
Martin Mung, has died from typhus fever, and several others of our men are losing 
health, strength, and :flesh. The only checks to an increasin~ sick-list are the very 
rare intervals of a little sunshine. We have taken every precaution possible. Indians 
do much of our out-door work. We have six stoves, which are kept going; two on 
berth and four on gun deck. Have turned the spare gunports into sashed windows, 
and I have made requisition for lumber with which to build a house over the opening 
on the spar-deck, now covered with gratings and tarpaulins, through which the largest 
steam-launch is stowed. The berth-deck is shellacked, and the spar-deck will be bright 
varnished if we ever get it dry enough. 
We have plenty of good, wholesome food; venison, ducks, grouse, fish, and seve~al 
vegetables are abundant; and our water is obtained from a mountain brook, and is, 
greatly, snow-water. I would again respectfully urge upon the department the nece · 
sity of this ship for an assistant surgeon. Dr. Ferebee is constantly busy, and should 
he give out we would be unable to procure medical help. Five third-rates, commanded 
by my juniors, have two medi_cal officers each, No ship needs them more than we do. 
HYDROGRAPHIC. 
The heavy sea outside and almost constant rain have seriously retarded our wo~k, 
which, however, is so•far advanced that three or four more suitable days will fim h 
the hydrographic work; the topographic is completed. 
The character of the islands of t_he group is such that a number of accidents hare 
been unavoidable; many of them consist of crags and ravines, and the- officers_ carry-
ing the instruments have received severe falls and have broken several of the rnstru· 
ments. I think that we got off cheap, in that no lives have been lost; and the chart 
will pay for the instruments. 
Over 150 miles of sounding lines have been run; over 4,000 soundings obtained ; a 
great number of incorrectly charted shoals corrected, and several new dangers disco,-
ered. 
MINES AND MINING. 
This report is assuming such length that a report upon the above subjects, whi?h I 
am preparing, will be sent separate. Here, I will but say that, from personal observat1_on· 
upon two trips to the mining regions, I am fully convinced that there are, in thi im-
mediate vicinity, a large number of very valuable gold mines which can be wor~ec:l 
very profitably, and that the stories as to their being "salted", &c., are utterly with-
out foundation. 
STEAM-LA UNCIIES. 
Both of our launches are in good condition. The first launch was too low, and" 
have built her up 14 inche , and it is a p:reat improvement. The second launch h d 
not sufficient capacity for water; we have enlarged one tank, so as to add 50 per cen · 
to her capacity, but :finding the job much more difficult and expensive than web . 
contemplated, owing to our inability to procure suitable iron, we left the other a 1 
wa. 
Our hyclrographic work being about over for the sea on, we have removed encr1n • 
crew, haft, c., from the boat, and rigged her as a sailing-launch, and she pron 
excell nt one. 
DEMI E OF TIU~ CIVIL OVERN:\1ENT, 
OCTOBER 
door of the cu tom-bou , ignalize th 
I have de crib d: 
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governmeut, have decided to surrender their offices back to the people,. and, for the 
purpose of having them decide upon the action now to be taken, do mv1te a general 
meeting of all of the men of the district, to be held at the custom-house, on Sunday, 
October 12, at--. 
(Signed) "M. D. BALL, 
- "NAT. CORCORAN, 
"·r. McCAULEY, 
"N. G. METROPOLSKY, 
"F. HALLINAN.'' 
This step restores the status to that which existed upon our arrival, with, however, 
a greatly modified public opinion. . . . . 
The collector now, in virtue of his office as such, represents t~e c1v1l, and this ship 
the military, elements of the government. We have to-day tned both thoroughly. 
L~t night a man named John Williams, a native of Scotland, and formerly a man-of-
-war's man, emptied five barrels of a" British bull-dog" revolver, ?al. 31, into the l)Jdy 
of a miner named Edward Roy, a native of England. The affa,1: took place af_ter a. 
drunk at the saloons of Messrs. Mooney and Allard (discharged Umted States soldiers). 
Williams, in great dano-er of being lynched by the excited miners, of whom about 
:forty are in town, ran tg our guard-house, surrendered himself to th_e ~orpor~l, ~ho 
brought him on boai;d; he was placed under our sentry's charge to await mvest1gat10n 
t o-day. He had received two, not dangerous, stab wounds. . 
To-day I detaued a board of three officers with instructions to co-operate with a 1ury 
of citizens, which bad been summoned by Colonel Ball, and to investigate the affra.y. 
The entire proceedings are embodied in a separate report;. The evidence amounted to 
little more than the statements of both partie8, and the result was a recommendation 
-that Williams be held for trial. I shall so hold him subject t, instrnctinns from the 
department. This is necessary for bis own safety, as he would be lynched if rel Pased, 
and to the preservation of peace, as any attempt at lynching would be met, at once by 
the force Ull(h·r mv command. 
The general result i8 good, in that, first, our course has wou over the miners, who 
are now ready to co-operate with us, and a new and stron.s{er gr>vernm eut will ari.:3e, 
pbronix-like, from the ashes of the old, and the case presents, in t.he Rtro·,grst, possible 
light, tbe necessities of this country. The whole lawful power of the United States 
Government, with full co-operation of all respectable citizen8, have been brought to 
bear upon a serious oftense against public safety and human life (the wounded man 
will probably die); and the utmost we can do is to hold the offender a prisoner to be 
tried by somebody at some indefinite time, and only because I, having tb.e power, am 
-willing to assume the respousibility, believing that in so doing I am acting in the in-
terests of right. 
Bnt for the presence of tbis ship this town would have undoubtedly been the scene 
of a lynching and possible riot to-day; but, with such backing as we can give, the 
orderly element of the miners will preserve order in the town. 
OCTOBER 12-10 p. m. 
The steamer California arrived on the 10th, and is to leave at daylight to-morrow, un-
less prevented by the weather,which to-night is threatening a southeaster. It is possible 
that during this month her schedule time will be so changed to give her the advantage 
of more lighL in the most difficult portions of the passage, that instead of arriving here 
on 9th or 10th, sl:ie will not till 23d or 24th November, in which case, as she is our only 
means of communication, our next mouth's mail may be two weeks behind the usual 
time. This change of time may not, however, take place until December. 
Indications now are that, ·the miners heartily co-operating, we will soon have a , 
ound government under way. 
Contrary to expectations, the man shot three nights ago has not died, and seems to 
be improving. Should he not die, I would suggeet that the ends of justice might be 
attained by simply sending the man Williams away. I don't believe that any relia-
ble evidence can be got in the case. What we need is law here. 
Very respectfully, 
Hoo . R. w. THOMPSON, 
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Cornrna11,der, United States Navy. 
UNITED ST.A.TES 8IUP JAMESTOWN, 
Sitka, Alaska, October 11, 1879. 
IR: I inclose herein a correspondence and proceedings of a mixed court in case of 
a affray between one Williams and one Roy, viz: 
• Letter from Colonel Ball requesting co-operation. 
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B. Reply to same. 
C. Copy of orders to Lieutenant_ Symonds .. 
D. Letter of Colonel Ball inclosrng proceedmgs of court. 
"E. Deposition (ante-morte) of Roy. 
F. Testimony taken by court. 
G. Finding of same and recommendation. 
In forwarding this correspondence, &c., I deem it just to the officers upon the c, 
to state that they in no way managed the affair, but, by their presence, insured t 
officially by their signatures that all was as represented. 
The man Williams was sent ashore under a guard of marines with loaded rifl 
My verbal instructions to Lieutenant Symonds were that the prisoner mnst be r 
tected at all hazards. These were made necessary by threats of lynching which 
been freely uttered by the excited miners, the wou·nded man being a member of 
"miners' union," the shooter an outsider. The miners, however, showed no dispo iti 
to interfere after they found that we had taken hold of it, and our doing so had grea f 
gratified them. 
Miners arrived by the steamer of yesterday-men who had been at work at· 
Cassier mines, and most of whom bad been unsuccessful. These men found the -
selves bouseless upon arrival. I have sanctioned their taking possession of, putti n•r · 
order, and dwelling in the Army Hospital building, which is commodious and emp 
I think I can safely count on their services, should I need any extra force. 
I have to-day by personal investigation found out some additional evidence ia con-
nection with the affray, which I will now lay before the department. 
Roy, in his deposition, states that "Williams came to my cabin," &c., and no en-
dence was taken as to the correctness of this statement. Williams states to rue, at t 
most, that it was more his cabin than Roy's; that the two were "chumming," a 
that he, Williams, bad given security for the rent, and that he bad lived in this cabL 
about two weeks. He referred me to Mr A. Cohen, a brewer, for confirmation of ·. 
statement. I had Mr. C. summoned to the collector's office, and, in the presence 
Colonel Ball, questioned him, and his statement fully confirmed that of Willia 
Thus \Villiams, instead of breaking into another man's house, simply broke into on 
where be ba<l a right to enter. This fact, in my judgment, materially alters the tat 
of the affair, which is now very simple. Both men were drunk, and bad a row: o 
went home first and locked the other out. The latter, enraged at finding him lf . 
locked out, lmrst in. There was a fight, and both men got hurt. With the same en• 
dence, bad Ro:y's knife gone pne inch deeper, and Williarns's bullets done less dam· ~ 
the position of the parties would have been reverse<l. 
I would respectfully ask for instructions in regard to the prisoner William : . H · 
own safety requires bis confinement in this ship. If Roy dies, as is probable, ~-~~1 · 
should be tried by a competent court; therefore, I shall assume the respons1b1 lity 
holding him for orders. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. R. w. TIIOMPSON, 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Cornmandel', Commandi 
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C. 
A. 
CUSTOM-HOUSE, COLLECTOR'S OE'FICE, 
Sitka, Alaska, October 9, 1 79-11 a. 
CAI'T,\I_.: You have, before this hour, learned the fact that a miner was dange 
probably fatally, sbo~ in the city last night; the offending party having, a I nn 
stand, urrendered himself to you. 
T~e provi ional go_vernment here having failed in sustaining itself, and it o . 
havrng_ call cl a m~etrng to resign their trnst, there is, just at this time, no for~ of 
authority h re tnctly mpowered to take charge of the case, unle s I as ume it, "' 
lector. I therefore reque t that you, as representing the other branch of tbe rro 
me~t, C?-oper. t wit~~ in ibe teps necessary to preserve the matter in prop 
for JU t1ce to be acln11m ter d, when we shall be instructed from Wa bington 
manner in which it i to be accomplished. I have called a comrui ion of th 
zen. to meet tbi aftern on at two o'clock and take the wounded man' testiru, 
. uch otb •r evid. n ·ea ma_y be obtainable,'and would be plea ed if you would., 
JIIQ' of your oflic r t a I t them and produce the offender for identification. 
V ry r p tfally, 
apt. L. . Bi-; RD I.EE, 
ommamlin{I '11ilc<l tat hip Jamcsto1rn. 
M. D. B LL, Coll 
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B. 
UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN, 
Sitka, Octobe1· 9, 1879. 
Srn: In compiiance with your request of this elate, a board of officers, of w_hich Lieut• 
P. M. Symonds is senior member, has been directed to co-operate with the Jury called 
together by yourself. . . 
The prisoner is ancl will remain under military control, and will be sent, suitably 
guarded, to be identified by the wounded man. 
I must urge upon you the necessity of exerting your influence at once to allay ex-
citement among the miners to such extent that no person or persons will make any 
attempt at lawless proceedings. Snch a cotuse would deal Alaska interests a severe 
blow; the contrary courae will inure to its benefit. 
Respectfully, 
Col. M. D. BALL, Collector. 
c. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Cominancler, Unitecl States Navy .. 
UNrTED STATES SHIPJAMESTo,,,~. 
Sitka, Outobtw 9, 1;:i79·, 
Srn: You are l1 ereuy appointed senior member of a hoard of officers, who. in com-
pliance with the requ est of Collector M. D. Ball, the onl_y repreaentat1ve of civil au-
thority in Si1ka, will cooperate with a jury of citizens, called together by Colonel 
Ball, in investiir;:itin(J' tbe circumstances connected with the affray whiP-h last night 
took place het~':ecn t;,o miners, named (as reported) John Williams noel Eel ward Roy. 
Passed Assistaut Snrgeoo N. M. :Ferebee ancl Master G. C. Hanus, U.S. N., will be 
associated witb you iu this dnty. 
The investig-atio11 will take place as early ns possilJlc on account of the dangerous 
condition of one of the parties. 
Respectfully, 
D. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commanc1,e1·, Commanding. 
CUSTOM HOUSE, Sitka, October 9, 1879-5 p. m. 
~A.PTA.IN: As notified by you in your letter of this date, the board of officers ap-
pomted to cooperate with one of the citizens in investigating the case of the shooting 
of Edwin R. Roy, reported ancl entered upon the examination which is just closed. 
I inclose you herewith a copy of their finding, and also of the deposition of Roy 
taken by me, and made in full consciousness of his situation, and under oath; also 
copy of the other evidence. 
I shall report the case to my department also. 
I gather from your letter that you will keep charge of the prisoner until the result 
of the wounds of Roy is known, and instructions received from Washington. I hope 
such is your intention. 
Very respectfully, 
Capt. L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Oo1nrnanding United Stcites ShiJJ Janiestown. 
M. D. BALL, Collectol'. 
E. 
Deposition of Eclwin Robert Roy. 
My name is Edwin Robert Roy; was born in Manchester, England; am thirty-seven 
year· old, married; my wife resides in Newry, Ireland. 
M" • cotty" and I ,~·ere at Mooney's saloon,singing and enjoying ourselves, last night. 
• cmg was woll l1ke<l, but, 'cotty's disapproverl, so he commenced calling me names, 
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such as sons of b--, Afterwards I went home and went to bed, and bad been t 
about three-quarters of an hour, when he came to my cabin and demanded admi 
calling me sons of b-- again, which I refused. He then kicked the door-panel, in 
I went to replace and secure it, and he jumped on me and grabbed my throat. 
threw me down and commenced emptying his revolver into my body. I thin:: 
fired five shots. 
(John Williams, or "Scotty," was here brought in, and fully identified by Roya · 
man who shot him.) 
Roy continued: I never carried a weapon in my life. Had a small pocket-knife in 
pocket, to cut tobacco with. Did not use it in the scuffle at all, or cut Scotty with ;· 
F. 
Teatirnony taken in the case of the examination of John Williams for the shooting of Ed 
R. Roy, at Sitka, Alaska, on the ni[;ht of October 8, 1879. 
STATEMENT OF THE PRISONER, 
My name is John Williams; am called "Scotty" because I am a Scotchman. I "l'l"c 
to Roy's house last night about half past ten-knocked at the door; he shoved it ope .. 
said he would fix me, and caught me with one band, using the knife ,with the oth • 
I told him to leave off the first time he struck me, and he didn't, and I used the shoo· 
on him to save my life. I went and surrendered myself afterwards. The d_oor 
bolted inside and opened outward. Could not see what Roy struck with; it was 
knife or some sharp instrument. 
(Prisoner's coat shown, containing three cuts on the left side, under the arm, abc-
an inch long each; cuts of the same size on his outer shirt, and one of the same -
and several smaller on his under shirt; a cut or stab about half an inch long 
one-eighth of an inch deep over the seventh rib, and two scratches below.) . 
I think I shot four times. The shooting took place outside of the house. Roy fel 
the ground; I don't know whether he broke the door or not. Had no row with Ro~ 
but a sort of quarrel in Stewart's bar-room. Made no threats against him there. Con 
not swear that I did or did not call him hard names. Had some singing there and a 
at Mooney's. Both of us were on our feet when he grabbed me; but after I c -
menced firing I could not swear how it was. I think he fell after the second -
My hat fell off in the struggle. Could not swear that I asked him for it. I felt_· 
stab and the blood trickling before I fired the first shot, and he gave the stabs wht!. · 
was drawing the shooter. He was under the influence of liquor, and so was I, b • 
don't think he was drunk. He grabbed me by the right side of my coat collar or 
the throat, I could not say which. 
W'llI, STEWART: 
Knows the prisoner and the man who was shot. Heard a little quarrel between t' 
last night. It was between ten and one o'clock somewhere. It originated by 
thinking he could sing better than Teddy (Roy). There was a small strife bet 
them, and a miner named Donelly stopped it. Scotty was tending the bar for 
and I tolcl him we would close the doors, as I did not want to have any fuss there. 
did o, and locked up and went off, leaving the three (Teddy, Scotty, and Donelly 
the idewalk. I heard uo hard names called. Both sung, and, it seems, Teddy . 
beat cotty, and there was some hard feeling on account of it. There were two 
'in the hon e, and Teddy Raid he wa going home with one of them, and Scotty~ 
'' I'll be d--d if yon will." I recollect putting Teddy outside first, and then 
three ofu., taking a drink. • 
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G. 
Finding of the commission. 
The undersigned, a mixed commission of officers of the United States ship James-
town and of citizens of Sitka, convened by order of Commander L. A. Beardsle~, and 
request of' M. D. Ball, collector, to inquire into the circumstances ?f the sho_otmg ?f 
Edwin Roy on the night of October 8, 1879, having taken al~ t_he evidence ava1l:3'b_lem 
the case, do certify that from the same we are o~ the oprn10n that _John W1lha~s 
should be held to await the issue of the wounds of said Roy and for trial for the said 
shooting, subject to such orders as may be received from the authorities at Washing-
ton. · 
SITKA, Octobe1· 9, 1879. 
F. M. SYMONDS, 
Lieutenant, U. S. N. 
N. M. FEREBEE, 
Past .Assistant Surgeon, U.S. N. 
G. C. HANUS, 
Master, U. S. N. 
M. P. BERRY. 
G. E. PILZ. 
,JOHN G. BRADY. 
UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN (3d rate), 
Off Sitka, .Alaska, October 11, 1879. 
SIR: 
tion: 
In ob edience to your order I have succeeded in gaining tlle following iuforrna-
The honse was rented by a Mrs. Senatmeso to two men; she does not know their 
names, but they were the two engaged in the shooting affair. Mr. A. Cohen advanced 
Ed ward Roy the sum of $Z.25 to pa.v the rent. J ulln William:, iuforme1l Mr. J. Cohen 
that if Roy <lid not pay the rent he (Williams) would. 
Corporal Gray, by my or<ler, went to the house and took from a chest the following 
articles claimed and ideutified by "\Villiams: "Two shirts, :fln.nnel; two drawers, two 
socks, one overshirt, one pair overhauls." 
The ,vounderl man, Edwn,rd Roy, admitted to me tlrnt he antl Williams both 
"camped together." 
Very respectfully, 
H. G. ELLSWORTH, 
.First Lieutenant U.S. M. C., Commanding Guard. 
Commander L.A. BEARDSLEE, U.S. N., 
Commanding United States Ship Jamestown. 
Forwarded. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commander, Commanding. 
UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN, 
Sitka, Alaska, November 10, 1879. 
SIR : The steamer California, which arrived yesterday morning, sails to-morrow for 
Portland. She brought as passengers about fifty people, partly miners and partly the 
rough element which usually follows up an influx of miners, viz, rumsellers, gamblers, 
and a lot_ of semi-civilized squaws. 
There 1s every indication that in spring there will be a mining excitement here. 
There bas nothing of importance transpired since the date 0f my last report (Octo-
ber 12). The Indians are still well-behaYed and orderly, and have given no trouble 
whatever. A possible outbreak, caused by the exciting effects of hoo-tche-noo upon 
some of our men, who raised a disturbance in the ranch, was nipped in the bud by the 
prompt arrest and punishment of the culprits. 
Mo _t of t~e miners bav~ been driven in from the mountains by the snow, and tl.te 
town 1 rapidly developing into a mining camp. The Stewart Tunnel is the only mine 
fa~ enough advanced to continue its operations through the winter. The mill of this 
mu:~e bas run but four days during the month, the water-supply having been shut off 
by ice. I am informed by the superintendent that, owing to the remarkable richness 
of the rock crushed and treated during the four days, the" clean up" for the month 
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amounts to over $1,800, gold, which goes down by this steamer, which on the inward 
trip has brought engines, boilers, &c., to be put up at -once. 
In my last I reported the demise of the provisional government. I find that I was 
premature in so reporting. It was still in existence at that date, as I subsequentl, 
learned by letter from Colonel Ball, the chief magistrate, a copy of which is appended. 
I may be paTdoned for my error, inasmuch as the character of the government wa, uo 
one the existence or non-existence of which would attract attention. 
At the meeting referred to the miners attended, prepared to co-operate with th 
"merchants," but the latter. having for various reasons (among which was the nece,-
sity of taxation, the possibility of interference with traffic in molasses, of drunken 
and disorderly persons being arrested and tined, .and probably sorne others best known 
to themselves) concluded that they did not wish any government, did not attend. 
So no new one was formed, and the experiment has proved a dead failure, principally 
for lack of suitable material. 
Our hydrographic work, work on wharves, &c., has been suspended for the , eason. 
September was a very rainy, and the first part of October a very cold ancl stormy, 
month. Our men were becoming affected by rheumatism and other diseases produced 
by exposure. We have devoted ourselves to bringing up our drills and exercises. 
The health of the ship's company has greatly improved. Taking advantageofafev;-
bright, frosty days, the holds were broken out aud everything dried aud aired. This 
and sunshine have had marked beneficial effects. 
There were several sharp southeast gales during the month, which, deflected by the 
mountains, became northeast and east-northeast in the ha,rbor, and, although no ea 
arose, the strength of the winds was such that our anchors dragged considerably. One 
the starboard bower, lying to the southeast, and backed by the stream, planted be-
tween bowlders on Harbor Island, dragged its backer off into deep water. We have, 
therefore, removed, and now lie as safe as is possible. 
Our port bower, with 90 fathoms, backed by 45 fathoms, shaekled into a large Ru -
sian mooring anchor, embedded in the masonry of the wharf, east-northeast, the tar-
board bower, with 90 fathoms, backed by 45 fathom~, on the stream anchor, which i· 
bedded among the bowlders at high-water mark on Harbor Island, bearing southeast. 
and the latter backed by a hawser carried acros , the island and made fast to a great 
bowlder and both quarters well secured with long scopes and backing on starboard 
to southwest, I think we are safe for the winter. 
We have lain here for nearly five months. The climate Las not been as bad a ex-
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who, six weeks ago did not know a letter of the alphabet now spe~l and read re~di_ly, 
and some write words of three and four letters. Mr. Alonzo E. Austrn, a truly Christian 
gentleman, has charge of the school, and Miss Kashavenoff, a young lady of Russian 
and Alaskan parentage, assists and interprets. I cannot see how I can ~etter_obey that 
portion of my instructions which calls upon me to" advance all American _mterests '? 
than to thus aid ju bringing these, our future ci~izens, out of the depths of ignorance. 
I have found it necessary to order Passed Assistant Paymaster Rn~g to proc~ed to 
Portla.nd and obtain money. He bas been unable to procure suffiment here for our 
needs, being compelled to gather jt up in small sums, and ~as thus ne_arly e~hauste_d 
his check-books. I append copy of letter from him upon which I base my act1~n. His 
traveling expenses will be less t,han the express charge on the funds. The mmes ab-
sorb a large quantity of money in circulation here. . . 
The United States marshal at Portland, Oreg., has sent by this steamer a deputy ~1th 
warrant for the arrest of the prisoner Williams, upon charge of "assault, with ·p1stol, 
w ith intent to kil1." I have gladly delivered him over, as it thus saves the ~epa!t: 
ment all trouble in the matter. The wounded man, Roy, bas so far recovered, m spite 
of a ball through his lungs, that be, too, will be taken by the marshal as,witnesH. It 
seems that both parties are'°' wanted" in Portland for a garroting scrape of which they 
are suspected. 
There is nothing further of importance to report. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. R. W. THOMPSON, 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commander, Cornmanding. 
Secreta1·y of the Navy, Washington, D. C. 
CUSTOM-HOUSE, COLLECTOR'S OFFICE, 
Sitlca, Alaska, October 25, 18i9. 
CAPTAIN: It becomes my duty to inform yon that., at the meeting held this evening 
in the custom-house, called to consider the subject of the formation of some civil gov-
ernment for this section, the only action taken was the appointment of a committee to 
prepare and forward a pctitiou to Congress. 
The failnre of the lately attempted" provisional government" to sustain itself was 
announced, and the meet.ing (which was very small) decided that it was inadvisable 
to repeat the experiment. I had, on the 15th September last, presented my own resig-
n ~tiou as chief magistrate to the "council," having found t,be position incompatible 
°'nth my official duties as collector. I was induced to withhold it till the people had 
an opportunity to decide on some other arrangement to take the place of that they 
had unsuccessfully tried, by the assurance that my resignation would be followed by 
that of all the other members. 
As I cannot, consistently with known and defined duties, continue the effort to dis-
charge those which are both uncertain and uncongenial, I shall make no further at-
tempt to assert any authority with which the late action of the people may be supposed 
to 1?ave clothed me. The people have bad a full opportunity to frame another organi-
zation, and having failed to do so, I must consider myself released from further action 
in behalf of the ruovemen t. 
In makiug this announcement I will add my conviction that only a condition of ex-
treme personal danger, from law lees whites or threatening Indians ( either of which 
~be presence of yonr ship prevents), can arouse the community to such action as would 
impart the _necessary vitality to any form of government, self-organized, and lacking 
th~ authority of that organic law to which this people have long, rightfully, but 
-va1nly, looked for some organization charged with the protection of their per&ons, and 
the administration of t,heir property. 
Very respectfully, -
M. D. BALL, Collector. 
Capt. L. A. BEARDSLEE, U. S. N., 
Commanding United StateB Ship JameBtown. 
UNITED STATES SIIIP JAMESTOWN (3d rate), 
Sitlca, Alaska, November 10, 1879. 
· ·m : I wou_lcl respectfully beg leave to inform you that I find it impossible to sup-
ply myself _with the _necessary funds for disbursement on ship-board in this place. 
1'he pnblic money m my charge being deposited in the United States sub-treasmy in 
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San Francisco, and there not being sufficient on shore to cash my checks, I wou 
spectfully recommend that I be ordered to Portland, Oreg., to supply myself with . 
essary funds. I would respectfully state that I believe this means of procuring m 
to be the safest and the most economical for the government. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES A. RING 
Passed .Assistant Paymaster, U. 
Commander L. A. BEARDSLEE, U. S. N., 
Commanding United States Ship Jamestown, 
and Senior Officer Present. 
UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN, 
Off Sitka, Alaska, December 19, n . 
Sm: The mail steamer which made her last visit on the 9th of November is n 
expected within a day or two, and as she will make but twenty-four hours' stay, d:::-
ing which the correspondence which bas been accumulating six weeks must be • 
tended to, I write thus in advance such portions of my usual monthly report as 
quire no longer delay. 
There has very little of importance occurred during the interval. The Indian L 
remained orderly, and we have had no trouble of any kind. An occasional rai 
made by the Indian policemen upon some newly-discovered boo-tche-noo distillery, b-
we have bad to punish but one Indian, for a case of aggravated assault, when dr 
upon another. He was arrested by Annabootz and locked up. In this case I pe · 
ted the Indians to settle it their own way. After three powwows,'the family ?f 
injured man received from that of the injurer twenty blankets, and the affair 
considered settled and I released the prisoner. 
The whites have given no trouble; for a community utterly without law, the 
sence of disorder is wonderful. 
CLIM.A.TE. 
November was a very disagreeable month. It mined or snowed on 23 of th. 
days. For the first 28 days the average temperature was 42°.3, with extremes of 
and 22° . The 29th and 30th were very cold, the temperature averaging 12°.5, with 
tremes of 17° and 9° . 
The snow at no time was over an inch in depth, and soon melted away. 
Several severe gales were experienced, most of them from the northeast quad 
although outside the wind was southeast. During the night of the 16th-17~b a Y 
heavy 11ortheast gale shifted suddenly to the soutl1east and south, and partm cr 
inch hawser, which, attached to a large bowlder on shore, backed a 900-pound n 
planted between bowlders, which, with 30 fathoms ofchain, backed our starboard bo 
with 75 fathoms, and before the squall moderated we bad dragged into dan 
proximity to the rocks on the northern side of the harbor. Fortunately our P?rt 
chain caught arouDll the stone pile of the old wharf and checked us in time. 
have remoored, and I think can hold out. A diagram of our mooring and rep 
ubject is ent to Bureau of avigation by this mail. 
December, up to date, ha been much pleasanter. The average temperato 
been 31°.7, withextreme 17° to43° . There have been 62hoursrain and60of no 
a fair proportion of bright, clear weather, with but one or two torros of much 
IIYDl OGRAPIIIC WORK. 
, .\IW·l!O •. E. 
tnrn tl onli to l>e a ·ucc 
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buil<lingH aud to the school and church. 'They also pro~ed very useful on the 6t~ in-
stant, '1hen the custom-house caught fire from a defecti~e flue and was saved from 
destruction by the exertions of our men under charge of L1eutenant-Co:11mander Rock-
well. Very little damage was done, and what there was we have repaired. 
scuoor.. 
The 3chool thrives, and about 30 of the creole child_ren are learning to speak Eng-
lish and to read anrl write. Their progress is very satisfactory. They are bright and 
intelligent. 
DEqEMBER 21. 
The steamer arnved this morning an<l sails to morrow. The collector leaves by her. 
He will be suhprenaed to Portland to testify in the case of John Williams, the m~n 
wliof>earrcst for t,;bootiug Roy I rrporte,1 to clepart111e11t. I, as repor_ted, turned vV1l-
lian1s ovn to the United States marshal in Nov em lier. In the possible eveut of my 
being at any time subprenaed by the Uuitetl Stares c,mrt at Portland, obedience to said 
subpuma would involve my abf.euce from my command for over a month, and I wo~ld 
be very uncertain as to my dnt,y in the case, aud would respectfully request advice 
from the department. 
'H '1t' * * * * * 
TlJcre i8 nothing furtl1er of irn1,ortauce to communicate. 
Vny rc~pectfulls, 
Hou. R. W. THOMPSON, 
Secretary af tlie Nary. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
C:u111ma·11der, Comma11ding. 
U:\'ITED STATES SHIP .JAI\IEST<JW.N (3<l ratt)), 
Sitka, Lllaska, .January 20, l r3f0. 
811:: Iu nntidvatiou of the anival of tl1e :stearner wit!Jiu a day or two, I thus ante-
date lllY monthly fl'}lul't uf' cu11ditio11 c,f aff.drn. 
I:\'DI.\NS. 
There has heen no tronllle wlrnte,·er wi th the lndianA. The nnmher who live in 
this vie1ui1y 1i.Jis wiutt'l' is far le!-,H tban I bad beeu lt,<l to expc:ct; aml of t,IJose 
here, tllerc are uut wa.i.) wl.io ca11 l>e cousidered iu auy way daugerou:s. I Lave ap-
poin t Pd as policema11 Catlnan, the chief of the most dangerous tribe, fully satisfied 
that it is the best policy, for the future, to win him and bis tribe to loyalty to tbe gov-
ernment and friellrlshi1, to the whites. I have made his appointment and the Indian 
affairs here the subject of a separate report. 
WHITES. 
The severe weather having caused a closing up of the mines, the town iA quite fall of 
miners and their followers; there is, however, as little disorder as could be expected 
in any community not Quakers. 
On the Russian Christmas day there was a distribution among them and to the In-
dj~ns of food and other necessaries, which were bought with money contributed by 
c1t1zens and the Jamestown officers. On this occasion I authorized the expenditure of 
four barrels o! beef anrl a quantity of bread as the contribution of the government to 
the fund, feelmg no manner of doubt but that you and the chief of Bureau of Provisions 
and Clothing would have so directed me to act could you have been appealed to. 
CLIMATE. 
Up to this date the winter has proYed unusually stormy and cold, and more snow 
has fallen th:m in any previous year. 
The storm on November 16 and 17 from southward and eastward, during which we 
dragged (as reported by last mail), did much damage 011 shore; a number of the houses 
on the ranche were blown down, as were two old stables and some sheds belonging to 
the government, bas been followed by several'others, from both southward and east-
ward and northward, of considerable value. • 
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The snow has for a month been from 6 to 18 inches deep, and. the fresh-water lake" 
and streams covered with ice over a foot thick. 
The average temperature of November was 39°, and of December 32°, ancl of Jan-
uary, up to date, 14° . The extremes of temperature were, in November, 48° and91; 
in December, 42° and 17° ; and in Jannar,v, to date, 23° to -7°. The colcl and sno 
have seriously interfered with our drills, and produced considerable sickness, which we 
have taken every precaution to prevent. The spar and berth decks are varnished,and 
the latter seldom wetted. We have, as far as possible, with such lumber as was fur-
n:i,shed to us uy the Bureau of Construction (about one-sixth of the amount needed 
and required for), and all that we could use of the blown-down stables, built hon e 
over portions of the openings through our spar-deck, ar.id over the head, where tne men 
had become frost-bitten. We have still an opening ( the hatch through which the steam-
launch is lowered) whose area is 465 square feet, which should be housed in. We have, 
however, derived one advantage from the low temperature, having procured a serie' 
of observations upon the temperature, and effect of the kuro. sino, at very probably a 
lower temperature than ever before obtained. These and their result I report in detail 
to the Bureau of Navigation. Here I will bnt say that the extreme ranges of temp_er-
ature observed at the surface were 42° to 33°, during a period of fifteen days, dnrmg 
which the temperature of air ranged from +15c to - 7°, and the coldest water was not 
coincident with the lowest air temperature, but seemed to depend more upon the state 
of the tide, it being lower at extreme low than at high tide. On shore the thermometer 
averaged about F' to 3° lower than on board , The surface was covered with a vapor 
arising to a height of 6 to 10 feet, and theri becoming invisible . . This vapor was visible 
at 10° and invisible at 15° with bright sunshine. 
MINING INTEREST. 
AU of the mines, except the Stewart tunnel, have been abandoned for the winter. 
At the tunnel some work is being done, but its advancement is seriously interfered 
with by the cold WP-ather and snow. 
DISCIPLINE, 
Since the trial b.v court-martial on the 15th December of a man for straggling, there 
bas not been an offeni;:e of any ruagni tude against discipline; and but three o~ense of 
any description. I feel assured tqat the ship is now thoroughly purged of its wort 
characters, and that the crew are subordinate and contented. 
SCHOOL • 
. The school established and carried on by private subscription, and the valua?le as-
s1st1:1,nce of your contingent fund, is progressing satisfactorily. The average daily at-
tendance is about 35, and the improvement in the children is very noticeable. 
In this connection, I would sta,te that upon different occasions during the summer 
and fall Sitka was visited by several clergymen, among whom, with their fami~i e , were 
the Rev. Sheldon Jackson and others sent by a missionary board (Presbyterian, I be-
lieve) to look into the necessities of this country as to scllools, &c. ; also a number ~£ 
San Francisco tourists. All of these people promised to send us school outfits and a r· 
us in our efforts to educate these children. Not a promise made bas been kept. 
HEALTH OF TIIE SHIP'S COMPANY. 
We have considerable sickne s, mo tly due to e.-posure to bad weather and to ypbi-
li and other di. eases of the nature. Our crew is still dwindling. We send by ~b 
teamer which carrie this two of our best seamen to hospital; one broken down wi· 
rheumatism, the other with hernia. 
\Ve can get a.Jon_!{ well enough with onr present crew if due allowance will be 1~ 
for probable cl feet , in drill, c., which cannot be very thoroughly carried on with 
hort ~r wand constant Imel w ather. But in pring, when we hope to resume by 
grapb1 · work, and may have to cleal with an irrnption of lawles character , draw 
the min . w ought to have a foll crew. 
The only 11rot ct ion to onr hi•r main-batch i a loom co, r, which wa old and defi -
iv 011 th • tart. :m,l i · now ver~- mnch worn and leaky. 
J.\~T.\R\" '-
Th• nliforuia m rived tlJi a. m. .Jw ha,l hecn cl •taiuecl ffre days in the olow 
)'iv r li:i.: a~ avy ralt! whi ·h ma<l it 11npo .. ihl to cro · the bar. .By her I r'c h-
commu111 ·atwn ( opv mclo rl mark 11 A) from a ~Ir. \Yooclcock, who, I am iu£ r 
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is an old ruiner and a man who would not ask assistance when he coul~ help bimse~f. 
Colonel Ball explained to me the sit.nation, and at, my request put bis _s~at~m~nt m 
·\Vriting, of which I inclose original, marked ls, and I have procured addit10na~ infor-
mation from captain aud officers of steamer, which, summed u_p, an_:iounts to this, t~at 
tLere Lns a figLt started which will olll,Y encl wlien Hw oppmnng sides h_ave met with 
equal loss· the Stickienes have·lost three and the Koo-tche-noos two. If a very badly 
wounded ~an of the latter tribe dies the affair may be settled by a pow-wow; if not, 
it will last until the two parties" get even.'' There are now thr_eats made again.st the 
whites, and there are enough of them to protect them_selves 1f they were smtably 
armed. Eighty have beeu enrolled and a guard estabhshccl, hut tLey have but few 
.guns. 
I find that the outside number of Stickienes is 120, of the Koo-tche-noos not over 50, but 
it is supposed that t,be latter have sent upthestraitstotheirvillageforrein~orcements. 
Allowing such to be the case, aud the forces made equal, 80 well-armed whites ought 
to lie aule to take care of themselves uy rnaintaiuiug an" arnied neutrality," or by 
backing one side or the other, and thus making a tborougL affair of it; they, however, 
lack arms, and I consider that I ought to furnish them. -
I shall therefore send them to-morrow a gartling gun and 50 rifles, and shall send an 
officer and suitable junior gunner to cttre tor tilem. 
I shall instruct the officer to return by the next steamer, nnless at that time the sit-
uation of affairs is such as to require bis longer stay. 
This affair could be quickly settled if I bad a steamer instead of this ship, which 
wo ul d lose herself before she got hnlf way there. 
JA:lS'lLIRY 2G-a. 1u. 
At a meeting of the citizens last eYening Colonel Ba.11 wn,s appointed to go to ·wasb-
ingt,ou by the steamer of to-day to represent to proper authorities th e needs of Sitka. 
·Colonel Ball t,boroughly indurses every statement int.be special report of22d January, 
which goes by this mail, au<l I woulu most respectfully solicit the iufl.ncnce of the 
Navy Depart.mcnt in giving him str'ength to perfonu bis mii!sion. 
Very resp ectfnlly, 
Hon. R W. THOMPSON, 
Secretary of th e Nary, Washington, D. C. 
A. 
L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
Co inmandel', Unitecl States Nary. 
FoRT vVRANGEL, January 24, 18B0. 
Sm: As chairman of the committee appointed by the residents of Wrangel, I hav.e 
furnished Captain Ball with a statement of the situation of affairs here, in pencil, and 
would have_communi_cated to you iu person if I had time._ The committee respectfully 
.ask, for their protect10n, that we should havb 25 or 30 soldiers sent here. And their serv-
ices would not be requi_red any longer than the nl::'xt trip of the California. As we 
.are very short of arms, I respectfully request that 75 stand of arms, with ammunition 
and a gatling gun be forwarded by the California. ' 
I have the honor, &c., your obedient servant, 
W. H. WOODCOCK. 
Capt. L.A. BEARDSLEE, 
Commanding United States Ship Jamestown. 
JANUARY 25, 1880. 
SIR: I beg to submit to you a general report of the state of affairs existing at Wran-
gel, so far as my information extends. 
On the arrival of the steamer California at Wrangel, on the 24th instant we found 
tLe whole population under arms to guard agamst encroachment of the Indians who 
were at war. It appears from the reports that a number of Hoodchenoo rn'dians 
{about ~O), visiti~g Wrangel <;>n a trading expedition, had engaged in _themauufacture 
-0f the liquor which bears their name. This traffic the Sucheen Indians tried to sup-
press by force, and finally resulted in a fight between them; several were killed and 
w~mn<l~d on both si~es. The Hoonchenoo Indians -sent off a canoe to their village 60 
miles d1 tant, ~or remforcements, an~ _fur~her trouble was anticipated. The whites 
bad stored their powder and ammumt10n 11_1 a storehouse, and established a system of 
gua1:d · for the town. So the matter rests smce the steamer left, but it shows the ne-
cessity of some government authority to take precedence. 
J'."ours, 
Captain BEARDSLEE, 
W. E. GEORGE. 
United States Shi11 Jamesto1cn. 
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B. 
CUSTOM-HOUSE, COLLECTOR'S OFFICE, 
Sitka, Alaska, Janua1'y 25, 18 0. 
CAPTAIN: On my way back to Sitka I have met at W.rangel a committee of safety, 
formed of the citizens there, whose chairman has addressed you a letter on the subject 
of the Indian trouble now existing there. There was no time during the short stay of 
the steamer there for them to write you a full account, which I was requested to give, 
but must make more brief than they desired. 
_The trouble arose from a personal difficulty between an Indian of the Stickeen tribe 
with some of the Hookchenoo tribe, which occupy, respectively, the shores east and west 
of the white settlement there. The Sickeen, being beaten by some of the Hoochenoos, 
went with a party of his friends to their ranch and took retaliation in kind on the 
Hoochenoos, with interest. Thereupon a party of Hoochenoos attacked the Stickeen 
family, which made the assault on them in regular armed fashion, and a fight occurred, 
resulting in the death of two Hoochenooes and three Stickeens, and the wounding of 
a number, some mortally. 
After the :fight the parties kept up a skirmish for several days, which, from the shape 
of the town, &c., was a very dangerous thing for the citizens, many houses being 
struck, and some persons narrowly missed by bullets. They at last made threats to 
seize the powder in the stores. . 
The trouble commenced the 11th instant, the :fight occurred the 14th, and on the 
15th the citizens met and appointed a committee of safety and organized a guard, 
and have established military orders, forbidding the Indians to enter the town armed 
(they were running through with arms freely during the skirmishing), and keeping 
them out after ten a. m. entirely. 
The deputy collector at Wrangel concurs with the committee in the danger of the 
situation, and has been active in the organization of means of defense. I may add 
that the testimony of all the citizens there asserts the coolness and determination and 
good judgment of bis course in dealing with the situation, to which is, in my opinion, 
to be attributed the com para ti ve safety of the place now. 
While, as at present organized, the white population at Wrangel is perhaps se?ure 
from serious present trouble, yet I am confident they should be furnished, if poss1bl_e, 
with better means of defense, and hope you will respond to their request, as far a 10 
your power. 
Very respectfu Uy, 
Capt. L. A. BEARDSLEE, 
M. D. BALL, 
Colleoto1· of Customs, Dist1'ict of Alaska 
Cornmanding United States Ship Jamestown. 
UNITED STATES SHIP JAMESTOWN, 
Sitka, Alaska, Janua1'y 22, l O. 
IR: The subject of a government for Alaska being under consideration, and the 
department havin(T done me the honor to submit to the cabinet such views of mine a 
were contained in a previous letter, I feel that I should submit to it my more matured 
views, ba ed upon the re ults of observation and experiment. 
I can onJy peak in regard to the affairs of Sitka, and of such local governmen 
a would b t meet the r quirernents for it. Before doing so I will endeavor to ex-
plain 1 arly the tatus of Indians and whites and the relation which they bear to 
ach other. 
Fir t, tb Indian -numb r . 
During the ummer mouth there were probably on an average about 100 men 
women ncl children eupying b 50-odd hou e , which would con titute the ranch. 
Th min : and cannery gav employment to abont 100 m n more, and large parti ' 
w r said to b a.way for · al hooting, to r turn in the fall. They are now all back 
or rath r n rly all ncl b.v a n n that I have cam; d to be made the 2,000 who 
r to b htir • ha\" ch · indl !l to no over 500, of whom not more than 200 
• An_d thi nnmb r. I fully h •lieve, embraces very Indian living within ~ 
uul of 1tk. ; but were 1 not for the pr nc of thi . hip, whicb .·ert ov r them 
ntr 1 whi hi not to th ir tat I have 110 clonl>t but that gr at number woul 
"nth r h r from T bilcat, \Yr, ngel, an<l , 11 :tlon(T th :trait , a I am r li ahly in-
orm l ha 1 n th ca c clnring 1,re\·iou. winter . 
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DIVISION INTO FAMILIES OJ!' THE KALOSHES, 
Although of one tribe, speaking one language, and with com mo~ cu~to_ms a_nd su;Per-
stitions, they are subdivided into '' families," a family (which I will distrngmsh with a 
capital F) being composed of a number of families connected thro~igh the mothers. 
For example if a Tchilcat man marries a Kalosh woman the children are Kaloshes, 
and vice versa;' through the fathers, a connecting link between the "families " exist, so 
t;bat one way or the other they are all more or less related. . . 
In each of these "families" some man, with either superior brams, force, or wealth 
( and generally the three attributes are combined), becomes the leader. And although 
the others are not bound to obey him, yet they generally do; these leaders generally 
p nt a portion of their wealth into slaves, and their dignity measured somewhat by th~ 
number. An able-bodied male slave is worth 200 blankets, and a good blanket 1s 
-worth $3. 
About 15 slaves are included in this census, which is, if at all erroneous, probably an 
overestimate, inasmuch as it was furnished by the chiefs, in response to my no~ice to 
them. that we wanted to give on Christmas a gift to every man, woman, and child; 400 
pounds of beef were ample. · . 
There are in Sitka two large" Familiei" and.a number of Koutzen~os, Koas, Tch1lcat, 
and other Indians· the larcrest "Family" is the Klochwatone (warriors), whose leader 
is Annahootz, a m~n of abgut sixty years, brave, faithful, and always a good friend to 
tbe whites, except upon one occasion when the proprietors of the Cannery, at O~d 
Sit,ka, attempted to introduce Chinese labor; then it is said old Annahootz showed Ins 
teeth. 
The Klochwatone consist of about 40 families, in which there are about 200 persons, 
of whom about 80 are men. 
The next "Family" in importance is the Kaksatis; their leader is Catlaan, a man of 
about forty years, brave and intelligent, who keeps sober and has perfect control over 
the" Family." It is from the Kaksatis that all of the dangers apprehended by the 
-whites have been expected. There are in this '' ]fa.mily" about 125 persons, subdivided 
into about 30 families; of this number about 40 are men. And this two score of war-
riors in blankets, with probably not one score of serviceable guns among them, consti-
tute at present the force of enemies, whose possible attack upon five times as many 
white men, the Jamestown lies here to prevent. It is, however, highly probable that 
should troubles arise their force might be trebled by allies. 
ARMS, · 
The Indians are entirely destitute of improved arms of any description; there are 
among them a few old flint-lock muskets, five-dollar shotguns, some old army muskets, 
and a very few second-hand rifles; they make but little use of the latter, all the deer 
brought in are killed with buckshot; they all have knives, which they use quite freely 
when drunk. 
CHARACTER OF THE KALOSHES, 
The term "Indian" does not give a correct .idea of these people to any one whose 
interpretation of that name js based upon the characteristics of our Indians of the 
:plains. In selecting another race with which to compare them, I should, after en-
countering wild men iu all parts of the world, fix upon the Kroomen of Monrovia. 
They are ignorant, superstitious, and some are untruthful, but, so far as I can j1idge 
by my experience, not thieves nor savages; and I have found among them a goodly 
proporti?n of men upon whose promise I can rely, and who will execute faithfully any 
duty assigned to them. I have employed the leading men as policemen, and they have 
never !ailed to do their duty, and a dozen of the otliers w horn we have bad as part of 
the sh1p'R company, for six months, we find to be invaluable, performing much labor 
under exposure which our sailors could not undergo with safety. Their skill and in-
dustry have made the season at the Cannery a successful one, and at the mines their 
services as packers could not be dispensed with. They are docile, obedient, and not 
quarrelsome. Tb ere bas not been a single difficulty between our sailors and the Indian 
crew, and but few between the liberty men and Indians, ·and in these I have alway& 
found that the drunken white man was in fault; but in handling them due allowance 
Inn t be made for the existence of certain drawbacks to their usefulness and character; 
the ·e are due to superstitions, customs, and liquor; the latter, which they obtained 
rst from the whites, and sti.11 obtain (in the form of molasses), giving strength to the 
o hers. 
Among them, the most sacred duty js that of retaliation; they are not exactly re-
engeful, fo~ they seek no more than justice, and when once they have "got even," 
ey are satisfied. 
Everr injo_ry infli_cted must be atoned for by an equal one, even to a life for a life and 
ettlm~ d1fficult1es the entire ''Family" of the injurer is held responsible by and 
b~ ent1re "Family" of the injured. 
1:}it code wo~ld necessarily involve them in endless feuds were it not that all in-
n scan be paid for. After due consultation at a pow-wow between the two "Fami-
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lies,' ' a certain number of blankets is agreed upon as a just equivalent; they ar 
and the affair is sett.led. 
I have been called upon several times to investigate and act as arbitrator, auu ha 
permitted this atonement, which satisfied aU parties, in preference to inflicting p 
ishment, which would make all dissatisfied. 
The difficulty between the Indians aud whites may be tracad to a combinatio 
the causes mentioned as drawbacks. Their knowledge of the whites being based upo 
a very limited amount of intercourse with a comparatively small number of hardl 
first-class representatives, the Kaloshes have not imbibed a great deal of respect for 
"Family;" and owing to the failure on the part of the owners of the schooner San Di ~ 
(which was lost in Bering's Sea) to pay to the heirs of five Kaksati Indians (who, 
part of her crew, were lost in her) the wages due tbem, the Kaksatis are folly i 
pressed with the idea that they are suffering an injustice from the whites. While m-
dignant about this matter there occurred the murder of the man Brown, at the War 
Springs, by a Kaksati Indian; this produced great excitement, and hoo-tche-noo i 
profu ion produced its natural effects among the Kaksati families, whose houses con-
stitute the eastern end of tbe ranch and are within a stone's throw of the guard-ho1,e 
in which, led hy Colonel Ball, a few resolute men had imprisoned the murderer. 
A portion of these men, crazed by liquor· and incited by the squaws,attempte~ toent 
the white settlement through an openiug in the stockade with the expressed rntent10 
of releasing the two prisoners. They were prevented from so doing by a number of th 
Klockwatone, among whom were Dick and Slrnkoff, wh0 were led by Annahootz,fao 
had they got in it is probable that they would have met with a severe reception by th 
small band of whites . 
In the nielee a Kaksati was badly cut. This series of events produced g_reat e~ci 
ment among the Kaksatis. I do not believe that at first they had any rntent~onof 
committing outrages upon the vr hit es, but I do believe that unless thoroughly whip_ 
by the whites the affair would have terminated in a general massacre. At that tlm 
the whites who would count for anything in such an affair were ver,y few, and hamp~r 
as they were with their wives and children they remained in great danger ot a nwh 
attack during the period that the excitement lasted, and they did right in callmg 0 P' 
the President for help, and the English officer, Captain A'Court, of the Osprey, ~ho: 
nobly came to their relief, earned from our government the thanks wh1~h h1 pa, 
~·ears ago to Commodore Batnall, and he bas received from the people of this place th 
warmest gratitude. . 
I have information, in which I place faith, that Catlaan was not engaged ,nth 
affray at the gate, and that he neither made nor encouraged the attack upon th~ wh,· _' 
Also, that he expressed himself as willino- that tbe murderer should be hung Ill itk 
As ll':.tder of the tribe, thougb, he was "'held responsible, and two days after he ! 
Sitka, and bas remained away until this month, in the early part of which_ he ret~rn 
and a. keel for an interview with me; this I accorded, and as a result of that Ill r-
view, I appointed him to the position of policeman, for the following reasons : Th 
experiment of keeping the Indians under control through the aid o_f their leauer , l. 
proved a success, but not a perfect one; they had done good service, an~ I never -
gretted the step, but there was a difficulty growing, which in time might pro,e 
magnitude. · 
In the original appointments I had been guided in selection by the recor~ of 
applicant , and not then understanding the ''Family" arrangements an~ feelrn , 
pomtecl Klockwatone altogether; the Kaksatis asked for one of the apporntment b . 
were refu ed, with, however, the condition that if, for six months the conduct of 
"Family" wa uch a to merit it, I would select from thAm and appoint a man. 
The ix month have pa sed, their conduct has been equally as good_as tba~ of • 
Klockwatone, they have submitted to Annahootz, and some have a s1sted him: . 
there wa a bitter feeling arising, and charges th?..t Annahootz was not iropartial-:whi 
charal I do not believe-were circulating. It was a bitter do e to a Kak ati t . 
ar~ ted _by a Ylo ·kwaton. o _I fonnd that both to keep my promise and to ex 
gm h_ th 1. park, I needed _a reliable and powerful Kaksat i. Catlaan wa beyoo . 
quc tlou the man· and he I now o serving and has already proved very u eful 
b inging into the trace ome young bucks who had resented Annahootz 's interf~ 
Th y wont clar to que tion an act of Catlaan' , and Ca.tlaa,n doe ju t a I ~1 
'Ihi appointm nt bring me to the di cus iou of the whit- of itka, for by th~m 1 
b u fr> h· cli en :eel: and while rueu like Dr. Dnlaney, Mr. Au tin, Mr. ~ilz. 
fi ,·. oth r \\ bo a1 • cap_ ble of_ div ting them_ elve of prejudice '.1-nd_look1~" 
ubJ ct from a 1.,roa~l pomt o_f view, uphold me 1n my action, and thmk 1t a. w1 . 
to tlm cnr to tl11 place Ill the future a friend and allie a et of men wh if 
ur d. wonl,l I? th oppo it , other , of I think, a low r type, condemn it. . 
I h Y , th •r •for~. thou ah i advi able to folly acquaint ti.le department n 
r • on or wr action. I do not ·on idet· that, in doioa rue tlie honor of intru 1 -
man~" •w_ •ntof affair h r · t my di cretion, th department contemplated that~ 
o 1d r 1t wy clu y to hunt up old o.tfco e , to puni h offender for ac comm• 
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the past, aud to thus keep alive the troubles from wbic~ thi~ place has escaped, but 
rather that I should so manage that the necessity of a ship berng con~tantly k~pt here · 
~bould be reduced to the lowest possible limit. Th~s l.sbould not d?, if by _ta~rng part -
lll any old issue I should create enemies, who, fearrng us, would bide their time, and 
after our departure "get even" with the remaining whites. 
THE WHITES OF SITKA, 
The population of Sitka bas greatly increased during the last year. There :1-re now 
not less than 100 able-bodied men here, without counting in the Creoles. The mcre~se· 
is due to the attraction of the gold mines, and it is more than probable that as the sprmg 
opens every steamer will bring a fresh supply. 
These men are miners, prospectors, mechanics, storeke~pers, an~ keepers of saloons,. 
dance-houses, and gambling halls, and some with no particular busmess except to get a 
living as best they may. Many of these men possess arms and know how to use them. 
There should be no difficulty in mustering, in case of need-, a ~'ell-armed force, cap_able 
of defending the place agains.t the attack of any body of Indians that co~ld be raised, 
unless an Indian war of such magnitude should spring up that the Tch1lcats, Cakes,. 
and Kon Indians should unit,e with the Kalosbes, an event which will probably never 
occur, and if it did, would be preceded by such extensive arrangements and pow-wows 
that there would be no difficulty in being prepared for them. . . · 
While I remain of the opinion expressed in all of my letters that_ P!otect10n for tb~s-
place was a vital necessity at the time it was asked for, I cannot seem its present condi-
tion that such necessity still exists, so far as defense of the whites agaiust the Indians 
is concerned; hut with a large and growing incongruous community of whites, the 
protect.ion afforded by law and a government is a necessity, and until this is supplied 
t)le place should not be left entirely without recognition i.n some form by the govern-
ment, but I would respectfully suggest that the recognitioi;t at present given to it by 
the permanent retention of a ship of war involves a much heavier burden of expense 
to the Navy Department than t.be whole government purse should be called uvon to 
sustain. An occasional visit by one of our steamers of the Pacific squadron; during wh-ich 
she should touch at several of the ports, would at much less expense do a great dea,l 
more good to a much greater number of American citizens. 
However pure may have been the motives of most of those who ca11ed for protection 
I am fully convinced that" some of them then, and more now, value at a far higher 
figure this ship as a means of money-making, through our disbursements of several 
thousand dollars monthly, than they do for the protection she affords. 
Our position as protector does not protect us from being most outrageously over-
charged for flvery necessity that we purchase. With such prices as 90 cents per pound 
for butter, 35 cents for canned vegetables, &c., while at San Francisco or Portland, 30, 
and 1~ cents purchases as good, we are certainly a great source of profit. And one 
aunoyiug point in the situat,ion is that through us the government becomes the repur-
chaser, at high prices, of material it sold to the storekeepers at low. For instance-
when the Army left, 200 cords .:,fwood were sol<l for 75 cents a cord, and bas been since 
stored, rent free, in a government building. We are buying it back at $~.50, and iron, 
• tools, &c., at proportionate profits. 
I cauoot think that the claim that no self-interests other than self.preservation were 
involved in the cull for protection can be considered true of all of the whites of Sitka. 
The two portions of this community, Indians and whites, so widely different, have-
maintain ed among themselves and toward each other a degree of harmony which is 
reruarkable. During the eal'lier part of our sojourn, rows among themselves were 
more or less frequent in both portions; but none occurred between the whites and 
Indians; for a long time these have been of very rare occurrence .. In the white com-
munity, this is greatly due to the superior character of most of the miners, who, as a 
body, are law-abiding, and of a ver,v different type from the men depicted in most ac-
counts of mining communities; but if the expected influx takes place in spring, a large-
P!oportion of lawless men will probably come. To meet this influx, there should be a. 
mv1l government adapted to tbe req nirements. In the formation of such a government, 
know ledge of local affairs will be valuable, and this I have furnished in the foregoing 
notes. 
I wo~ld respectfully submit, in addition, tbat a government for this place should be 
one which would embody at least as follows: A court should be established possessing 
full p ower t_o summon a jury and try and settle all minor cases of delinquency on -the 
spot, and with power to make arrests and inflict punishment of fine or imprisonment. 
l<'o~ offenses of magn_itude this court should have full power to take all testimony, 
~h1~h should be received by the United States court at Portland as final; the ends of 
JO tice would be greatly hampered if, as at present, witnesses were compelled to go to 
Portland ; the trip involves at the least a month's absence from home, and expenses so 
far beyond t,he means of most witnesses that they would evade the duty if possible. 
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To carry out its orders, there should be at least three white and three Indian poL 
men. Oue of the former to act as jailer, and the two "Families" to be represented 
the latter, old Annahootz being retained as chief. 
The court should have authority to call npon the Greek priest, and to recompei, 
him for his services. No oath taken b,v a creole would be comiidered as binding n 
administered by the priest with certain forms. · 
In regard to the traffic in liquor, this cannot be prevented unless stringent measnr 
are enforced against the sale even of beer, and the importation of molasses prohibi 
It is questionable whether it would be a good policy to devote the strength of tt, 
small force to more or less futile efforts to stop the sale of liquor. 
In a country with a climate like this, where a great number of white men think 
they need liquor to enable them to bear the exposure incident to prospecting, mon -
taineering, and mining, a prohibitory law would, if carried out, produce great discon-
tent and hardships. The sales should be regulated and such license foes charged 
would produce a fair revenue, and the cause of temperance ·would not suffer. 
The land here should be surveyed and existing titles perfected and protected and t' 
ma.,ie possible to transfer real estate. -
The government owns much land and a number of buildings (the latter goin cr. 
ruin), which could be sold at good prices. Dilapidated as they are, many oftbe bnil · 
ings are now rented by the collector, and they are eagerly sought. The developrnen· 
of Alaska would be greatly advaucecl if the public la,od could be thrown open to prt-
€mption, and section 2258 of the Revised Statutes not considered as bearing upon r 
In such an event the rights of the native Indian should be considered, as are tho er~ 
ferred to in sect.ion 2310. . 
The danger of conflict with the Indians through incidental causes and the expe115 
of protecting this place would be greatly reduced if the government should take t~ · 
to purchase from the Indians at such price as would satisfy them the land u_pon whit 
their ranche is built. This is a long, low, flat hill facing the sea and abutting on th 
stockage, through the wreck of which they now stroll freely into the white sett~e3:1en 
A.s partial payment, a great portion of .Japousky K'd could be offered. Tl11s 1 • 
little value. They should be required to remove and permitted to take aw_ay the!r 
ibouses, which are substantial log structures; and costly. 1 would not a~lv1se the 
removal to any great distance, as their services are needed to develop this country; 
but they are now a little too close. . 
There would be, of course, considerable difficulty in arranging such a bargam, bu· 
I believe it could be accomplished for less money than it costs the Navy Departmen 
to keep this ship here six months, and the land would undoubtedly bring back a g01 
portion of the money invested, if, as expected, this place through the mines and can· 
neries uecomes prosperous. The purchase of the houses would be complicated by• 
custom which I should have referred to in describing their Family arrangem_ent : 
The houses corn,ist of one large room (square), around which on three s1d ~ 
elevated platform, from which a number of small rooms are ent-ered, very ruu?h like 
ship's ward-room. Each of these small rooms belongs to a family, an<l th~ entire no.· 
ber of occupants use the large room, in the centre of which an open fire 1s kept up 
common for eating, hootche-noo making, and cooking. . . 
When a house is to be built, a dozen, more or less, of the heads of families belon!'l_.0-
to one l!'am,l,v contribute, say, 20 blankets each and their own labor, a~d, when tin· 
i bed, the leader, whose house it is called, gives a big potabatch and distn_bute · m _ • 
blankets. Sitka Jack, I am informed, gave away on the completion of his hon 
blanket . When the potalatch is over, and they beo-in to count up the co t of 
house, these presents are counted in, and thus each house represents a large expeo 
sum. A.nnahootz tells me that his house cost him three slaves, worth 200 blanket 
and 100 red blankets. Such points would, of course, have to be considered. 
Finally, if through failure upon the part of Conuress to take the nece ary tep· 
serve to this country its rights, the duty shall be left upon the Navy Departmeo 
would respectfully sugge t an equally good and much less expensive plan t han 
pr ent. A mall steamer with a crew of 50 men and three or four howitzer . 
be 3:11_ the for~~ ~equired. TbEre is coal here to last her a long ti.me,. and she coal 
addition to v1 _1t10g all of the ports, among which is Wrangel, which 1s more exp 
dang r than 1tka, do u eful bydrographic work, and go easily where we could n -
at all. 
L t be pre nt y tern of keeping the bead men on the pay-roll continue, u~ 
or r gnlat the traffi of liquor and mola s and there need be no appreben 1 
ao futnr troubl wi h the Indian . ' 
Yery r p ctfully, 
L.A. BE D LE E. 
Hon. . \\. Trr MP o. • 
onwiander r:. • -
' cretary of the J..Ycu·y. 
